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  PREFACE 

In June 2008, Georgia Institute of Technology (“Georgia Tech” or the “Institution”) engaged 

Brailsford & Dunlavey, and Clark/Nexsen (the “Project Team”) to prepare a Student Housing 

Master Plan for the campus.  The goal of the master planning process was to assess the 

adequacy of Georgia Tech’s current housing inventory and determine future housing demand, in 

terms of both quantity and unit-type preference, as the Institution continues to accommodate high 

student enrollment demand. 

 

Brailsford & Dunlavey (“B&D”) wishes to acknowledge the support, cooperation, and effort of the 

Institute’s community who contributed to the completion of this study, with special recognition to 

the following members of the Housing Master Plan Steering Committee: 

 

Steven Swant, Executive Vice President for Administration and Finance    

Rosalind R. Meyers, Associate Vice President of Auxiliary Services 

Mike D. Black, Senior Director of Housing 

Dan Morrison, Director for Housing Residence Life 

Howard Wertheimer, Director for Capital Planning and Space Management 

Sejal Patel, Assistant Director for Capital Planning and Space Management 

Fran Gillis, Director for Housing Facilities Management 

Don Neuendorff, Associate Director for Housing Administration 

Bob Canada, Procurement Contracting Officer for Housing 

Elliot Mork, Director of Finance, Residence Hall Association 

 

The Study was produced by the Project Team comprised of the following individuals: 

 

 Jeffrey Turner, Senior Vice President, Brailsford & Dunlavey 

 Katie Karp, Project Manager, Brailsford & Dunlavey 

 Samuel Jung, Project Analyst, Brailsford & Dunlavey 

 Ken Gallaugher, Vice President, Clark/Nexsen 

   

The findings contained herein represent the professional opinions of Brailsford & Dunlavey 

personnel based on the assumptions and conditions detailed.  This report is structured and 

developed within a framework emphasizing pragmatism and ease of implementation, and the 

intent is for this document to serve as an integral tool in guiding the Institute’s implementation of 

the proposed plan.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Introduction 

 

In June 2008, Georgia Tech engaged the Project Team to prepare a Student Housing Master 

Plan for the campus.  The goal of the master planning process was to develop a long-term 

strategic plan to meet the needs of current and future students through targeted renovation and 

new construction.   

 

Current Situation 
 

Georgia Tech has seen unprecedented 

growth over the last ten years as it serves its 

mission to “provide the state of Georgia with 

the scientific and technological base, 

innovation, and workforce it needs to shape a 

prosperous and sustainable future and quality 

of life for its citizens.”  With enrollment 

increasing over 22% in the last ten years, the 

campus has shifted from a heavily commuter 

oriented campus, to a thriving residential campus.  Currently, Georgia Tech can house 

approximately 8,540 students, or 46% of its total population (61% of its undergraduate 

population) in traditional, suite, and apartment style configurations.   

In 2007, to meet the growing demand, Georgia Tech acquired the Georgia State University 

(“GSU”) Village apartments that were built to accommodate the 1996 Olympic Games.  The GSU 

Village apartments, later named the North Avenue Apartments, introduced approximately 2,000 

additional apartment style beds to the Georgia Tech campus.  While Housing planned to open 

these apartments to Georgia Tech students in phases, consistently high demand caused Georgia 

Figure 1.2: Breakdown of Housing Unit Type in Academic Year 2008-2009 

Figure 1.1: Total Student Enrollment 
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Tech to open, and fill, the North Avenue Apartments in one phase.  Since 2000, average fall 

semester on-campus occupancy has hovered around 100%. 

 

Despite the fact that the campus has a larger male population (on average, more women want to 

live on campus than men), the Institute continues to attract a higher percentage of students than 

many of its peer institutions.  This is due in part, to the Institute’s demanding academic programs 

and convenience of living on campus, but is also due to the outstanding freshman year 

experience program, housing’s aggressive renovation plan, and the wide range of services and 

facilities available to Georgia Tech students.      

 

However, like many Housing programs across the country, the Department will continue to face 

ongoing challenges. For one, new student-friendly rental properties continue to be built around 

the campus with more aggressive leasing techniques being used to woo students off campus.  

Second, the full affect of the economic slowdown could affect student’s long-term ability to afford 

to live on campus.  (Unlike many top tier institutions, many of Georgia Tech students’ permanent 

residences are within driving distance to the campus.)  And third, and probably most importantly, 

while many buildings have been upgraded and renovated through Georgia Tech’s aggressive 

ten-year capital renovation plan, some facilities are inadequate and in desperate need of repair. 

This is critical because on average, Tech’s residence halls have less programmatic and living 

learning space than peer institutions.  As the campus continues to expand into more living-

learning programs, the need for informal and quality social, instructional, and recreational space 

is paramount to the success and long-term health of the housing program.  As a result, this 

phasing plan focused primarily on halls that were in most need of improvements: Fitten, 

Freeman, Montag, Perry, Matheson, Field, Hanson, Hopkins, and Woodruff Halls.  

 

Work Plan 
 
The Project Team conducted the following eight distinct analyses to develop the Master Plan:  

 

 A Strategic Asset Valuation (“SAV”) analysis/visioning session to determine the 

strengths and weaknesses of on-campus housing and the future strategic direction of the 

division; 

 

 Student and faculty/staff focus groups and random intercept interviews to gain 

qualitative information regarding on- and off-campus housing options, student housing 

preferences, costs, amenities, and possible facility enhancements; 

 

 A facilities assessment of the current condition of Georgia Tech’s on-campus housing 

with a focus on the halls in most need of repair; 

 
 A benchmark analysis of ten other institutions to understand how Georgia Tech’s 

housing operation compares to others in the country; 
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 An off-campus market analysis to assess the environment in which any potential new 

housing project would need to compete, with consideration of off-campus housing 

occupancy rates, facility conditions, amenities, plans for future development, and pricing; 

 

 An electronic survey that was administered to all students to define demographic 

characteristics of target markets, quantify overall demand through the housing demand 

model, and identify price sensitivities, selection criteria, preferred amenities, and current 

living conditions;  

 

 A student housing demand model to project demand for new housing based on data 

collected from the survey; 

 

 The development of a feasible concept and phasing plan to reconfigure Georgia 

Tech’s housing inventory to better address its strategic goals and the demand patterns of 

its student population. 

 
Findings & Recommendations 
 
The Project Team and Georgia Tech established the following principles to guide their efforts 

throughout the study:  
 

 Maintain a minimum bed count of 8,200 beds throughout the Master Plan. 

 Accommodate all students that want to live on campus in campus housing. 

 Guarantee housing for all freshmen and returning sophomores. 

 House all freshmen in units that will foster the Freshmen Year Experience. 

 House all second-year and older students in apartment-style units. 

 Provide approximately 9,700 beds at the end of the plan 

 Approximately 8,000 – 8,500 Undergraduate beds 

 Approximately 1,000 Graduate beds 

 Cultivate community on the neighborhood level. 

 Provide living-learning communities that support student success and development. 

 Develop a financially feasible plan that limits the impact on student rental rates. 

 

The proposed phasing of the Housing Master Plan requires an investment of approximately $249 

million in today’s dollars.  The Project Team proposes the following projects in chronological 

order: 
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Residence Hall       
(in chronological order)

Existing 
Bed 

Count Renovation Replacement
New 

Construction

Total @ End 
of Plan 

(2018/2019)

Fitten 128 - 128 - 128

Freeman 110 - 106 - 106

Montag 112 - 108 - 108

New Building - - - 1,088 1,088

Woodruff 551 - 464 - 464

Perry 114 - 192 - 192

Matheson 144 - 192 - 192

Hanson 110 110 - - 110

Hopkins 126 126 - - 126

Field 118 118 - - 118

Total: 1,513 354 1,190 1,088 2,632  
 

At the end of the Master Plan (Academic Year 2018 / 2019), the campus will have dynamic living 

and learning neighborhoods for all student populations with a diverse array of housing facilities, 

programs, and services. 

 
Next Steps 
 

The proposed Housing Master Plan is an important tool for Georgia Tech as it attempts to 

provide the best possible housing solution for its student body. The Project Team’s 

recommendation of additional apartment-style units will strengthen Tech’s competitive position 

and provide second-year and older students with the type of housing that Georgia Tech 

Housing’s assignments records shows is in increasing demand. 

 

The first priority for the campus is completing the renovation of Tech Estates (Fitten, Freeman, 

and Montag halls), which will be renovated at a level comparable to that of recent campus 

renovations to bring the quality of these halls up-to-date.   

 

Once the renovation of Tech Estates is complete, the plan to introduce two new 544 apartment-

style bed facilities (total of 1,088 beds) and the replacement of Woodruff Hall will need to be 

reviewed with an updated feasibility study and detailed program analysis.   Ultimately, the current 

Woodruff neighborhood will serve as a great continuation of the student housing development 

continuum for sophomore students and should be conducive to a Living-Learning environment 

that will help the campus achieve its overarching objective of promoting an intellectual community 

that promotes lifelong learning, leadership and service (Georgia Tech Living-Learning 

Communities Task Force Report, December 2008).  

 

Finally, the campus will need to start looking at renovating Area 2 (Perry, Matheson, Hanson, 

Hopkins and Field Halls).  These are key east-campus gateway projects for the campus and 

need careful attention to ensure that they are consistent with the long-range campus vision. 

Figure 1.3: Student Housing Phasing Plan 
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STRATEGIC ASSET VALUE ANALYSIS 
 

Objectives 
 

Nationwide, colleges and universities recognize the important role that housing plays in 

enhancing campus life. On many campuses, student housing and related facilities are used as 

strategic assets, helping achieve enrollment goals by increasing student recruitment and retention 

and raising the level of satisfaction among students, thus developing a comprehensive campus 

community. B&D developed the SAV analysis to help its clients reveal the driving forces, unique 

to every university, which influence the quantity, location, and type of future on-campus housing. 

 

Methodology 
 
B&D uses a “Destination Value” approach to respond to the constant challenge of assuring that 

“quality of life” improvements respond to the Institute’s strategic objectives in the most 

economical manner possible. More specifically, B&D proceeds with the understanding that: 

 

“All project objectives must be expressed in specific terms that demonstrate their relevance to 

furthering the school’s mission, reinforcing campus values, responding to institutional 

commitments and responsibilities and improving the school’s competitive position in the 

market.” 

 

B&D’s approach required a focus on working with Georgia Tech to develop a detailed 

understanding of the institution’s mission, its relevant stakeholders and target markets, and the 

strategic project objectives, which best serve that mission.   

 

 Strategic Assets 
 

The SAV session held with the Georgia Tech Housing Master Plan Steering Committee in June 

2008 allowed the Project Team to develop a project concept that is in line with the Institute’s 

mission. The SAV analysis was important in developing facility recommendations and 

determining operational parameters. It also provided a means through which program elements 

were prioritized and a filter through which judgment calls could be made.  
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Educational Outcomes 
 

A recent study conducted by the Georgia Tech Living-Learning Communities Task Force 

(Georgia Tech Living-Learning Communities, January 2008-December 2008) states that Georgia 

Tech’s goal is to “create an educational experience in which a student is engaged in an 

intellectual community promoting lifelong learning, leadership and service.”  Because an integral 

component of fostering this intellectual community is faculty and student interaction, Georgia 

Tech is implementing Living-Learning Communities that will “bring faculty and students together 

to pursue further conversation around topics beyond those in the classroom.”  As a result, 

Georgia Tech’s housing program will respond to the needs of the Living-Learning Communities 

that, in turn, will foster student success by incorporating programs and amenities that encourage 

learning outside of the classroom.  

 

 Figure 2.1: Educational Outcomes Scores 

I.  Educational  Outcomes 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Notes
a. Supervision Through Maturity

X
0 = Housing has the same rules, staffing, and programs for everyone.  
Provided for competitive reasons, unit types reflect demand.

O
10 = True housing development continuum. Halls separated by year in 
school, more staffing, and programs for younger students.

a. Proximity to Educational Resources 

X
0 = Housing provided at campus perimeter with no associated academic 
support facilities.

O
10 = Housing is major part of Master Plan, locations are close to academic 
core, "residential college" relationships, and integrated academic support 
facilities.

b. Direct Curriculum Enhancement / Living 
Learning X

0 = No effort to assign rooms by major, no faculty interaction, limited 
academic resources and spaces in the residence halls.

O
10 = Room/building assignment by major, "interest groups," honors 
housing, "residential colleges," living-learning emphasis, co-ops, academic 
support spaces provided, and faculty in-residence/mentors.

c. Mandatory requirements

X 0 = No artificial demand, student housing is optional for all students.

O 10 = Housing is mandatory for all undergraduate students.

 Georgia Tech Current Conditions: X
Georgia Tech Aspirations: O

 
Enrollment Management 
 

Due to Georgia Tech’s rigorous academic programs, undergraduate and graduate students tend 

to remain on campus for long periods at a time.  Many students realize the benefits that Housing 

and Residence Life programs and services provide to resident students, which result in high 

demand for on-campus housing.  While Georgia Tech’s Housing and Residence Life programs 

adequately serve current student demand, the institution intends to continue to increase student 

enrollment for both graduate and undergraduate students.  Therefore, Georgia Tech’s housing 

program must expand and evolve to accommodate future student demand.  The Institute is also 

interested in exploring opportunities to address the growing demands of single graduate students.   
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Georgia Institute of Technology 

 
Figure 2.2: Enrollment Management Scores  

II.  Enrollment Management 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Notes
a. Competitive Amenity vs. Peer Institutions

X
0 = Focus on the basics, large proportion of doubles for efficiency, minimal 
support facilities and amenities, and housing not "shown off".

O
10 = Wide range of unit types available, amenities better than peer 
institutions, emphasis on recruiting.  "Flagship residence hall".

a. Competitive Amenity vs. Off-campus Housing 
Market X

0 = Focus on the basics, large proportion of doubles for efficiency, minimal 
support facilities and amenities, and housing not "shown off".

O
10 = Wide range of unit types available, amenities better than the private 
market, emphasis on recruiting.  "Flagship residence hall".

b. Graduate / Students with Families / 
International Students X 0 = Housing to be provided by the off-campus market.

O 10 = Provide all types of housing options for all students.

 Georgia Tech Current Conditions: X
Georgia Tech Aspirations: O

 
Sustainability 
 

Georgia Tech has incorporated sustainability across campus by instituting recycling programs, 

water conservation mechanisms (low-flush restrooms), and energy-saving mechanisms (motion-

detected lighting).  All future projects (new or renovation) will aspire to be L.E.E.D. (Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design) certified at the silver level or higher.  

 

 Figure 2.3: Sustainability Scores 

V. Sustainability 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Notes
a.  Sustainability

X
0 = No interest in sustainable initiatives.  Financial proforma dictates what 
can be achieved.

O
10 = Sustainability and LEED certification are critical.  Gold or Platinum 
rating is preferred.

     Georgia Tech Current Conditions: X
Georgia Tech Aspirations: O
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EXISTING FACILITIES ANALYSIS   
 
Objective & Methodology 
 
The objective of the Student Housing Master 

Plan is to maximize and improve existing 

residential opportunities at Georgia Tech.  

Although the campus will have different 

residential neighborhoods at north, east, and 

west campus, it is important that the housing 

provide consistency in terms of community-

building opportunities — both facility-wise and 

programmatically — to ensure a well-rounded 

residential experience for all students.   The 

Project Team analyzed housing in Tech 

Estates, Area 2, and Woodruff Halls by looking at B&D’s four levels of community consisting of 

neighborhood, building, floor and individual room levels. 

 

Neighborhood – It is important to understand contextually how each residence hall relates to its 

surrounding neighborhood.  Residence halls should be scaled appropriately and visually 

connected to outdoor community space and adjacent support facilities, fitting within the overall 

campus community.  The neighborhood should provide a range of amenities for on-campus 

residents, including recreational activities, dining, academic resources, and outdoor and indoor 

social gathering spaces.  Further, students should have convenient access to campus 

transportation.  Bus stops should be located in easy-to-get-to, well-lit, safe areas where students 

in residence halls are not disturbed by noise and air pollution.   
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Building – The residence hall itself largely defines a 

student’s on-campus experience.  Metaphorically, the 

building is the student’s “house.”  The outside entrance 

should extend into a lobby that is a welcoming and 

inviting space that emphasizes a sense of arrival with 

features such as a lounge, mailboxes, and a security / 

information desk.  Historically, B&D’s analysis has 

revealed that community building and residence life 

initiatives are unsuccessful when residence halls lack 

appropriately sized programmable spaces.  These areas include large social and study lounges, 

game rooms, meeting spaces, and informal gathering spaces.  Students will stay in their rooms if 

there is no other inviting space to relax and socialize.  Community space is especially critical in 

traditional-style residence halls where first-year students often begin the transition to college.   

Ideally, a centralized stairwell or elevator connects these spaces vertically to carry the communal 

program elements throughout each floor.  In addition, common laundries, kitchen facilities, and a 

visible staff office or apartment near the lobby can help students to identify the whole building as 

their home on campus.  
 
Floor – A residence hall floor is ideally a place where 

students find their extended “college family.”  The floor 

should provide spaces and amenities that encourage 

interaction and socialization.  Tied into the overall 

programmatic elements of the building, the floor 

continues to support community building while 

becoming a more personal space for students.  In order 

to maintain a balance, the layout of the public spaces in 

relation to the rooms is critical.  Strategically, the 

lounge, the RA’s room, and the communal bathrooms 

should be centrally located to create a consistent flow of students between the rooms and these 

shared spaces.  At the very minimum, this floor traffic is the integral first step in facilitating student 

interaction.  Additionally, student-to-staff ratios should be kept at a manageable size for floor 

programming, community building, and fostering personal relationships.   
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Room – The room is a student’s personal focal point 

while living on campus.  Thus, room configurations play 

an important role in the success of a student’s personal 

and academic development.  B&D’s development 

continuum correlates room configurations to student 

growth and maturity.  Traditional-style housing provides 

the programmatic and community support needed for 

first-year students, as they are in a critical transition 

period after leaving their homes and moving to college. 

Because Georgia Tech has the fully integrated Freshman 

Experience program, more students are ready to 

transition to apartment-style living in their second year.  

Apartments are appropriate for sophomores, juniors and seniors because of their maturing needs 

and preferences.  Graduate students are well served in apartments with single rooms with self-

contained bathrooms. Programmatically, privacy becomes integral, as students get older and 

more academically specialized.  However, programmable public spaces are necessary for 

transitional support reasons beyond first-year residence halls.  Residence life programming plays 

a far more important role in apartment-style housing than most people realize.  All rooms, 

regardless of their configuration, should be equipped with the appropriate furniture (bed, desk, 

chair, and wardrobe) according to its intended configuration.  Internet, cable, and data access 

should also be provided.   
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TECH ESTATES – FITTEN, FREEMAN AND MONTAG HALLS 
 
Statistics 
Year Built:  1972 

Total Number of Beds:  350 

Housing Type:  double bedroom, community bath 

Stories: 3 - 5 stories 

Buildings: 1 building each hall 

 

Typical Floor Plans 

Montag & Freeman

 
 

Observations 
 

Fitten (128 beds), Freeman (110 beds) and Montag (112 

beds) halls are situated adjacent to one another on Georgia 

Tech’s west campus.  The buildings house freshmen 

students as a part of the Freshmen Year Experience 

program.  Tech Estates were constructed in 1972 and have 

approximately $14M in combined deferred maintenance, 

mostly attributed to the need for electrical and bathroom 

upgrades. 

 

Each floor consists of a single loaded corridor surrounding a central staircase that connects each 

floor, a central bathroom, community kitchen, and lounge space.  The common spaces on the 

upper floors are closed off with a doorway, which limits student interaction on the floor level.  The 

ceilings of the community bathrooms are unfinished with plumbing pipe is exposed. 
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The double bedrooms have generous amounts of shelving and desktop space but the built-in 

furniture offers no flexibility in terms of arrangement or personalization.     

 

Mechanical systems include two-pipe fan coil units that run from campus steam and chill water. 

 
Community 
 
The double bedrooms provide opportunities for building community at the Room level with a 

traditional roommate experience.  The built-in furniture does not allow for flexible arrangements 

that would give residents a sense of ownership of their space. There could be a strong level of 

community on each Floor, but there is no significant common space that residents can share. 

There is not a strong connection to residents between floors, thus there is limited interaction at 

the Building level.  The Neighborhood of the three buildings, or the larger neighborhood of 

Tech Estates, has a limited sense of community due to the limited outdoor landscape that could 

promote student interaction. 
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AREA 2 – PERRY, MATHESON, HANSON, FIELD AND HOPKINS HALLS 
 
Statistics 
Year Built:  1961 

Total Number of Beds:  612 

Housing Type:  double bedroom, community bath 

Stories: 5 stories with the exception of Perry which is 4 stories 

Buildings: 1 building each hall 

 

Typical Floor Plans 
 

Perry HallMatheson  Hall
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Observations 

h Estates.  Area 

 also houses first-year students participating in the Freshmen Year Experience. 

s share a fitness center, sun room, game 

om and lounge on the first floor of the central lobby. 

ch floor.  Community kitchens are located on floors one and three in each of these 

cilities. 

hall.  Currently, only one-half of the Hopkins basement is 

eing utilized for student programming. 

their 

eds in order to make room for the wardrobe and moveable furniture included in each room. 

echanical systems include two-pipe fan coil units that run from campus steam and chill water. 

ommunity 

ent of buildings around common outdoor areas gives the 

impression of a true neighborhood.   

 
Area 2 is a grouping of five similar buildings located in a quad configuration on the west campus 

diagonal from the north entrance of the stadium.  Because Area 2 is located adjacent to the 

stadium, dining, and classes, it is considered a more social environment than Tec

2

 

Perry (114 beds) and Matheson (144 beds) halls are 

connected by a common stairwell located in the center of 

the two buildings.  Each floor within the two buildings 

consists of a double loaded corridor with a community 

bathroom halfway down the hall.  Perry and Matheson 

share a community lounge and kitchen in the middle of 

each floor.  As with Tech Estates, these community 

lounges are enclosed with a doorway, offering limited 

opportunities for student interaction as they circulate 

through the hall.  However, Perry and Matheson hall

ro

 

Each floor of Hanson (110 beds) and Field (118 beds) halls consists of a double loaded corridor 

with a community bathroom at one end of each corridor.  Field Hall has a four-person room at the 

end of ea

fa

 

Hopkins Hall (126 beds) consists of double bedroom, single loaded corridor hallways that share a 

community bathroom halfway down the 

b

 

The majority of rooms lay out along a double-loaded corridor.  Residents often loft or bunk 

b

 

M

 
C
 

At the Room level, Area 2 has much to be desired when compared to other housing options at 

Georgia Tech.  However, at the Floor, Building, and Neighborhood levels, Area 2 offers the 

most sense of community.  The close proximity of the rooms encourages strong relationships 

among residents, and the close placem
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WOODRUFF HALL 
 
Statistics 
Year Built:  1984 

Total Number of Beds:  551 

Housing Type:  2 double occupancy rooms sharing a bathroom 

Stories: 5 stories  

Buildings: 1 building with a north and south wing 

 

Typical Floor Plan 
 

 
 
Observations 
 
Woodruff hall is located on Georgia Tech’s west campus, adjacent to the Undergraduate Living 

Center and a below-level parking garage that offers outdoor recreation (benches, volleyball 

courts) at ground level.   

 

Woodruff is a five-story building with double loaded corridor hallways and a north and south wing.  

The hallways of each wing jog every two rooms.  The wings are connected on the ground level by 

the west campus dining hall.  Each floor in both wings shares a community kitchen and study 

room, which is the only community space in the building.  

 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

The residence hall is comprised of two double occupancy rooms that share a bathroom and 

vestibule space between the rooms.  While students enjoy this suite-style arrangement and the 

privacy of the bathrooms, they find little use for the vestibules.  Each room is provided with a 

wardrobe and moveable bed, desk and chair. 
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The north and south wings have one elevator each to serve the students of the respective wing, 

which is inadequate for the number of students that the residence hall houses.  The exterior wall 

of each room has a full window with individual fan coil units in each room.  The mechanical 

system consists of two-pipe fan coil units from campus steam and chill water. 

   
Community 
 
Woodruff residents enjoy privacy of a shared bathroom facility among four students at the Room 

level.  Community on the Floor level is limited due to the independence of the suite-style units, 

enclosed community space and the jagged hallways.  While elevator-dependent buildings 

typically do not foster a sense of community on the Building level, the presence of the dining hall 

on the first floor allows students to interact with one another in a social environment. 
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FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 
 
Objective 
 

The purpose of the focus group and intercept interviews was to engage a variety of individuals in 

dynamic conversation about the housing facilities and potential housing issues at Georgia Tech. 

B&D, in coordination with the Department of Housing (“Housing”), focused on understanding 

ways in which updating and implementing housing facilities and policies can positively affect 

student life on campus.  The focus groups were intended to yield qualitative data for the 

researchers, while identifying sensitivities and previously unconsidered issues surrounding 

current and potential new housing projects at Georgia Tech. 

 

Methodology 
 

Housing organized focus groups to obtain a diverse mix of feedback from a wide range of 

Georgia Tech students, faculty, and staff.  In addition, B&D staff performed intercept interviews 

with students and parents in the union, bus stops, and food courts to ascertain their needs 

regarding student housing.  Over 50 individuals participated in five focus groups and intercept 

interviews on July and September of 2008, on the Georgia Tech campus.    

 

A moderator from B&D led each of the focus group sessions and guided the conversation to 

address housing issues.  The moderator presented a series of open-ended questions and 

encouraged individuals to discuss tangential issues and engage in dynamic conversation.  While 

the moderator was predisposed to obtaining answers to the questions asked, he or she also paid 

close attention to participant-generated issues raised during the discussion.    

 

Focus Group Composition 
 

Group A:  Undergraduate Students 
   12 participants  

 

Group B:  Graduate Students 
   7 participants  

 

Group C:  Faculty and Staff  

   15 participants  

 

Group D:  Intercept Interviews 
   23 participants  
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Summary of Findings  
 
Student participants cited Georgia Tech’s prestigious academic reputation, professional feel, and 

rich tradition as reasons why they chose to attend the Institution.  In addition, students enjoyed 

immersing themselves with other motivated individuals in an urban environment. 

 

Students were satisfied with their experience at Georgia Tech to date.  The rigorous academic 

program and availability of internship / co-op programs were the high points of the discussion.  In 

addition, many students enjoyed their freshmen experience, claiming that it built camaraderie 

among students, particularly among those taking the same courses.  However, students felt that 

the sense of a broad community was lost among the different residence hall zones. 

 

Students choose to live on campus for a number of reasons, including convenience, experience, 

and an increased feeling of safety and security.  Convenience was one of the most important 

attributes to on-campus students as living on campus provided direct access to their essential 

needs.    

 

Students perceived Georgia Tech’s off-campus market as a better value than comparable on-

campus housing, yet their due diligence has found that often times, off-campus housing results in 

a greater expense.  Other reasons students chose to live off campus included a desire to house 

pets, the desire for more living space, the ability to own property, or Greek housing obligations. 

 

Students enjoyed both the variety of unit types and the location of their residence halls.  Recently 

renovated facilities received praise from students.  Participants were satisfied with the on-campus 

apartment housing options and many felt the options sufficiently met the needs of students.  

Conversely, the overall perception of both the traditional and Olympic-built facilities was that they 

have many deferred maintenance issues that need to be addressed.   

 

Georgia Tech’s academic prestige helped retain many of its students.  Focus group participants 

agreed that the amenities offered in the residential halls, though meager, sufficiently met their 

housing needs.  Students mentioned that Georgia Tech does not offer many of the high-end 

amenities its off-campus competitors do, including gourmet kitchens, hardwood floors, or 

spacious accommodations to name a few; however, the housing system thrives without such 

luxury amenities.  Additional vending machines, buzz card access, more meeting spaces, study 

lounges with a view, a more reliable transit system, and larger living accommodations were 

among many amenities students requested. 

 

Student participants felt that Georgia Tech did a satisfactory job of maintaining the quality-of-life 

and academic attributes expected from on-campus housing.  Housing staff on the other hand 

sought additional programming space throughout each residence hall.  Students were satisfied 

with the programming available in the residence halls, as many enjoyed the sense of community 

created during their first year.  However, some students perceived a divide among east and west 
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campus, stating that camaraderie was missing on west campus.  Graduate students, who felt the 

University treated them as undergraduates, said they would like more autonomy. 

 

Georgia Tech currently has a number of living-learning communities that provide integrated 

learning programs to students.  The popularity of the living-learning communities has resulted in 

waiting lists to live in program-specific housing.  The international house in particular has become 

a model for success in terms of effectively implementing a system for building community.  The 

addition of classrooms in a number of the residence halls would allow Georgia Tech to provide 

better living-learning opportunities to students. 

 

On-campus dining played an integral role in providing convenience to Georgia Tech students, as 

the ability to remain in a central location saved them time.  Graduate students in particular stated 

that they benefited from having an optional meal plan, because it allowed them to remain on 

campus.  Students did acknowledge that on-campus food service was significantly more 

expensive than the off-campus food service market. 
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OFF-CAMPUS MARKET ANALYSIS 
 

Objectives 
 

The off-campus housing market analysis identifies the nature and character of the private rental 

market.  This understanding allows for a comparison of the on-campus and off-campus housing 

options available to students at Georgia Tech, and can provide insight into the types of on-

campus amenities and rental rates required to allow new housing facilities to be competitive with 

the market. 

 

Methodology 
  
In order to evaluate the housing alternatives available to Georgia Tech students, B&D conducted 

an analysis of the rental market located within five Zip codes that encompass the institution: Zip 

codes 30308, 30309, 30313, 30318, and 30363.  Components of this research included a tour of 

the neighboring communities, interviews with property managers, conversations with local 

planning officials, and supplementary secondary research.  All rental rates are based on 

information provided by proprietors and information available from the various web sites.   

 

A detailed off-campus housing matrix can be found in Exhibit B of this report. 

 

Summary of Findings 
 
Atlanta Market 

 

Current Conditions 

 

Atlanta’s housing supply has been outpacing demand.  According to M/PF YieldStar, the national 

apartment occupancy average was 94% in mid-2008, 3% more than the Atlanta metropolitan area 

average and 2.5% more than downtown Atlanta’s Intown / Midtown submarket.  To further induce 

stress on the Atlanta market, M/PF YieldStar indicated that 11,220 apartment units were being 

introduced in 2008, the 5th highest among the 57 metropolitan areas the firm studies. The Intown / 

Midtown submarket was adding approximately 1,000 new units, the most of any Atlanta 

submarket.  In addition, Forbes.com’s, America’s Emptiest Cities, ranked the Atlanta / Sandy 

Springs / Marietta, Georgia region as the third emptiest metropolitan region in the United State, in 

2008 with rental vacancies listed at 16.1%.  Given the low occupancy levels and increased 

supply, proprietors in this market will eventually lose pricing power, leading to increased rental 

rate concessions and / or rental rate reductions. 

 

In the short-term, the off-campus apartment market may become more attractive to Georgia Tech 

students as property managers fight for the diminishing market share; standard tactics of 

concessions, rate reductions, and aggressive marketing campaigns may become more prevalent.  

If the rental rates for all socioeconomic apartment markets fall in the short-term, some segments 
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of the student population may favor the off-campus market, taking advantage of the inefficient 

market climate.   

 

Future Housing 

 

The City of Atlanta Board of Planning anticipates the city landscape around the periphery of 

Georgia Tech to become designed as mixed-use and commercial classifications.  Smaller 

pockets of residential areas directly north and south of campus are to remain low (yellow shade) 

to medium (orange shade) density residential neighborhoods.  It is important to note the Board of 

Planning’s desire for greater mixed-use facilities west of campus (fuchsia shade).  The type of 

mixed-use housing constructed may determine the popularity of residence halls on the west side 

of Georgia Tech’s campus.  In addition, if more Atlantic Station type apartment and condominium 

communities are built, a certain demographic of students may find incentive to live in this off-

campus region due to its proximity to campus and potential nightlife. 

  

Georgia 
Tech

Source: City of Atlanta Board of Planning, 15 Year Future Land Use Map (2004-2019)  
 

Market Sample Summary 
 
B&D surveyed 22 properties within the surrounding zip codes of the Georgia Tech campus.  Two 

properties were considered student-focused housing, marketed directly to students of the multiple 

higher education institutions in downtown Atlanta: 100 Midtown and Metro Pointe Loft 

Apartments.  All properties in the sample were within 2.5 miles of campus.  In addition, it was 
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determined that the overall radius to campus had little impact on housing cost, yet analyzing 

properties by Zip codes yielded variances in rental rate and unit square feet.   

 

 The average age of the research sample was 13 years, with the majority built following 

the turn of the new millennium.  Several complexes opened in 2008, injecting more 

housing supply into the Atlanta market.   

 

 Properties were typically in good condition and offered higher-end amenities.   

 

 The sample average for units per facility was 270 units, with a range of 76 units at Artist 

Square and 368 units at Metro Pointe Loft Apartments. 

 

 The average security deposit was $250, with the lowest at $100 and the most at the 

equivalent of one-month’s rent.   

 

 Rental lease agreements also ranged from as short 

as three months to a full year.  Tenants also had 

the ability to sign multiyear agreements.  Although it 

is somewhat common to see flexible lease 

agreements in larger cities, B&D considers this 

incentive a student-friendly amenity because it 

allows students to define agreements that meet 

their parameters. 
 

 Properties in this market sample were typical of 

housing found in urban settings, where apartments 

were well outfitted with higher-end amenities and 

studio, one-, and two-bedroom units were the most 

prevalent.  While the overwhelming majority of 

properties provide housing in the aforementioned 

units, only 27% in the sample offered three-

bedroom units and only 18% offered four-bedroom 

units.   

 
Amenities Analysis 
 

The surveyed communities offered a variety of amenities to their tenants including cable / Internet 

hookup, in-unit washer and dryer, air conditioning, parking, dishwashers, fitness centers, 

controlled access entry, and oversized closets among many others. The following is a summary 

of the amenities found within the properties researched: 
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Figure 4B.1: Comparison of Amenities Offered by Apartments 
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Cable / Internet Hookup
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Apartment Unit Comparison 
 

The chart below is an average of what Georgia Tech students can expect to pay to live within 2.5 

miles of campus.  The information provided includes the high, low, and average rent per unit in 

order to identify the existing market segments that may draw Georgia Tech students.  The 

magnitude of the deviation from the average represents the varying quality and / or size of units in 

the sampled apartment complexes.  Based on the sampled data, students shopping within the 

lower housing market segment can save approximately 36%, while students searching for 

housing within the higher housing market segment can expect to pay a 42% premium. 

 

Analyzing the data in terms of unit type, three-bedroom units can give students the greatest 

monetary value, for its private-bedroom rate was equivalent to the private-bedroom rates of the 

four-person unit.  Two-bedroom and four-bedroom units presented the largest deviation, with 

variances reaching in excess of $1,000 with respect to the average rental rate. 
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Figure 4B.2: Comparison of Rental Rates by Unit Type 

Unit Type High Low Average Rental 
Rate Per Unit

Average        
(Private Bedroom)

One-bedroom $1,405 $706 $1,085 $1,085

Two-bedroom $2,610 $864 $1,517 $759

Three-bedroom $2,603 $1,475 $1,916 $639

Four-bedroom $3,290 $1,475 $2,556 $639

 

A total value calculation was used to discover the true value for the cost of units.  To calculate 

total value the following formula was used: 

 
Average Rental Rate Per Unit

Average Unit Square Feet Number of Bedrooms

1
Total Value

 
 

1. One-bedroom:  $1.37 per square foot per person 

2. Two-bedroom:  $0.67 per square foot per person 

3. Three-bedroom:  $0.50 per square foot per person 

4. Four-bedroom:  $0.45 per square foot per person 

 

The total value approach indicated that on average, a three-bedroom unit would present Georgia 

Tech students with the greatest value in terms of the rental rate per square foot, due to the 

relatively minimal difference in value compared to the four-bedroom.  The perceptive student will 

not only search for the least-expensive amenity-rich units off campus, but may also lean towards 

the three-bedroom unit for total value.  B&D’s survey results confirmed that students living in 

three-bedroom units were paying $553 per month per person, while students living in four-

bedroom units were paying $668 per month per person, a difference of $115 per month per 

person, further supporting the findings of the total value analysis. 

 

Expanding the results into Zip codes, one can observe the true range in value among the five 

regions.  Zip code 30313 offered the greatest total value across the unit types and Zip code 

30363 offered the smallest total value across the same unit types.   

 

The matrix below shows that students wanting to live in a one-bedroom unit will pay nearly double 

that of two-, three- and four-bedroom units.  In addition, the three-bedroom unit shows a slight 

difference in total value as compared to the four-bedroom unit. 

Student Housing Master Plan 
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Figure 4B.3: Total Value Comparison by Zip Codes 

Zip Code One-bedroom Two-bedroom Three-bedroom Four-bedroom

30308 $1.35 $0.59 $0.42 N/A

30309 $1.21 $0.64 N/A $0.42

30313 $1.24 $0.59 $0.39 N/A

30318 $1.54 $0.73 $0.47 $0.42

30363 $1.49 $0.79 $0.95 $0.54

Total Value Analysis

 

On-campus vs. Off-campus Rate Comparison 
 

On average, the apartment properties surveyed were more expensive than Georgia Tech’s on-

campus apartment rates in all unit type categories.  However, comparing the off-campus 

apartment rates of B&D’s student survey results depicted a contrasting image.  Even with the 

addition of the $100 utility fee, the survey response for apartment rates was -24%, -19%, -21%, 

and -5% less expensive for the one-, two-, three-, and four-bedroom units, respectively. 

Figure 4B.4: Housing Rate Comparison by On- and Off-campus Research 
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Note:  Off-campus rental rates include cost of utilities at $100. 

One-bedroom Two-bedroom
Three-

bedroom Four-bedroom

On-campus $1,037 $787 $703 $703

Off-campus $1,185 $859 $739 $739

Off-campus (Survey) $785 $641 $553 $668
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PEER INSTITUTION BENCHMARK ANALYSIS 
 
Objectives 
 

B&D conducted an analysis of Georgia Tech’s peer and competitor institutions in order to profile 

and compare student housing programs at each of the surveyed schools.  It was B&D’s intent to 

evaluate Georgia Tech’s competitive position versus the other institutions and identify 

opportunities for improvements or additions to its existing residential program.  The information 

collected yielded a thorough understanding of Georgia Tech’s current position in the higher 

education market.  Ultimately, this information will help the University improve its student 

recruitment and retention strategies.   

 

Methodology   
 

With the assistance of the Georgia Tech Housing Master Plan Steering Committee, ten schools 

were selected for comparative analysis based on criteria such as the quality of residential hall 

facilities, enrollment, recent renovations, athletic conference affiliation, and location.  The 

following is a list of the ten institutions: 

 

 Carnegie Mellon University (“Carnegie Mellon”) 

 Cornell University (“Cornell”) 

 North Carolina State University (“NC State”)  

 Purdue University (“Purdue”) 

 University of California, Berkeley (“Berkeley”)  

 University of California, Los Angeles (“UCLA”) 

 University of Florida (“UF”) 

 University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (“Michigan”)  

 University of Washington, Seattle (“UW”) 

 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (“VA Tech”) 

   
Data is based on fall 2007 figures and was collected primarily using the institutions’ websites and 

thorough discussions with university staff / administrators.  Secondary research relied on printed 

documentation readily accessible and typically used by students when researching schools.  In 

order to remain consistent with information available to the student market, B&D used these 

ublicly available sources even when minor inaccuracies in the data were evident. Secondary 

ources included the Princeton Review Online (2007). 

p

s

 
A

 
 

 detailed Peer Institution Benchmark matrix can be found in Exhibit C of this report. 
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Summary of Findings 
 
Enrollment 

 

Georgia Tech’s peer institutions were situated within a variety of urban settings ranging from 

small cities such as West Lafayette, IN and Blacksburg, VA to larger metropolitan areas including 

Pittsburgh, PA and Los Angeles, CA.       

 

Georgia Tech’s student population of 18,742 was significantly lower than the peer average of 

33,793.  The institution with the lowest enrollment was Carnegie Mellon and the institution with 

the highest enrollment was UF with 10,493 and 51,725 students, respectively.   

 

 Undergraduate enrollment varied significantly among peer institutions with the smallest 

enrollment at 5,758 at Carnegie Mellon and the highest undergraduate enrollment at 

35,189 for UCLA.  The average undergraduate enrollment was 23,805, 89% greater than 

Georgia Tech’s undergraduate enrollment. 

 

 Graduate enrollment saw similar variations with Carnegie Mellon containing the smallest 

enrollment among peer institutions at 4,644.  However, the largest graduate population 

was observed at the Michigan, which enrolled 12,243 students.  Michigan’s graduate 

enrollment was 3,700 students higher than the average and 6,000 students higher than 

Georgia Tech.   

Figure 4C.1: Enrollment Comparison for Academic Year 2007-2008 

Georgia Institute of Technology 18,742 12,565 6,177

Peer Universities
Carnegie Mellon University 10,493 5,758 4,644

Cornell University 19,800 13,510 5,375

North Carolina State University 31,802 24,145 7,346

Purdue University 39,102 31,186 6,952

University of California - Berkeley 34,953 24,636 9,267

University of California - Los Angeles 38,896 25,928 10,970

University of Florida 51,725 35,189 12,201

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 41,042 26,083 12,243

University of Washington - Seattle 40,218 28,570 9,845

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 29,898 23,041 6,496

AVERAGES: 33,793 23,805 8,534

GraduateUniversity Enrollment Undergraduate
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Tuition and Fees 

e a more accurate depiction of Georgia Tech’s competitive 

osition among public institutions. 

 out-of-state tuition and fees 

were 13% less expensive than the peer average of $24,214. 

 

emographics 

ed 

ifferences in gender, enrollment status, residence status, and student commute. 

monstrating a significant 

gender variation when compared to most peer universities.  

average.  Cornell was the only institution that had all of their students enrolled full time, 

 

Overall, tuition and fees varied greatly between Georgia Tech and peer universities, particularly 

when analyzing the tuition and fees of public and private institutions.  This analysis separated 

Carnegie Mellon and Cornell to provid

p

 

 Georgia Tech was 39% less expensive than its peer institutions’ in-state tuition and fees.  

In addition, Georgia Tech provided value to its students as its

Figure 4C.2: Tuition Comparison for Academic Year 2007-2008 

In-State Out-of-State

Georgia Institute of Technology Public $5,272 $21,386

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University Private $39,564 $39,564

Cornell University Private $34,781 $34,781

North Carolina State University Public $5,286 $17,584

Purdue University Public $7,750 $23,224

University of California - Berkeley Public $8,932 $28,953

University of California - Los Angeles Public $7,038 $26,106

University of Florida Public $3,778 $20,623

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor Public $11,739 $34,231

University of Washington - Seattle Public $6,802 $23,219

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Public $7,397 $19,775

University Affiliation Tuition & Fees [1]

AVERAGES: $13,307 $26,806

 

D

 

The demographics among peer institutions varied significantly.  Large variances reflect

d

 

 Georgia Tech, Purdue, and Carnegie Mellon experienced the highest gender variance as 

male populations reached 72%, 66% and 65% within the three schools, respectively.  

These gender gaps were well above the 54% peer average, de

 

 Ninety percent (90%) of Georgia Tech students enrolled full time, equivalent to the peer 

Student Housing Master Plan 
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while NC State had the lowest full-time enrollment at 79% or 11% less than the peer 

average. 

 

 Out-of-state undergraduate enrollment presented variances among peer institutions, 

where the UF enrolled 4% and Cornell enrolled 62%.  The peer average for out-of-state 

undergraduate enrollment was 22%, seven-percentage points less than Georgia Tech, 

which attracts 29% of its undergraduates from states other than Georgia.  
 

 Seventy-four percent (74%) of students at peer institutions reported that they lived off 

campus, twenty-percentage points more than Georgia Tech.  This statistic shows 

Georgia Tech’s ability to provide appealing student housing, as no other peer houses 

more than 40% of its student population on campus. 

 

Student Admissions   

 

 Peer institutions received 188% more applications than Georgia Tech, which led to a 

higher number of admitted applicants and a higher number of enrolled students.  

Although peers accepted a larger number of applicants, collectively they applied a more 

rigorous acceptance standard as they admitted seventeen-percentage points fewer 

applicants than Georgia Tech.   

 

Number Accepted/ Enrolled/
Applicants Applicants Accepted

Georgia Institute of Technology 9,664 63% 43%

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University 22,356 28% 23%

Cornell University 30,383 21% 47%

North Carolina State University 16,437 60% 49%

Purdue University 25,929 79% 33%

University of California - Berkeley 44,149 23% 41%

University of California - Los Angeles 50,755 24% 38%

University of Florida 24,126 42% 63%

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 27,024 51% 43%

University of Washington - Seattle 17,877 65% 46%

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 19,429 67% 39%

AVERAGES: 27,847 46% 42%

University

Figure 4C.3: Selectivity Comparison for Academic Year 2007-2008 

 
Housing Program 
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Although Georgia Tech enrolled fewer students, it has the capacity to house 46% of its student 

population, twenty-percentage points more than the peer average of 26%.  Even with this 

disparity, Georgia Tech and its peers maintain the same occupancy level and have similar 

inventory capacities at approximately 8,500. 

 

 During the 2008-2009 academic year Georgia Tech housed 84% of its freshmen, 76% of 

sophomores, 49% of juniors, 25% of seniors and 8% of graduate students compared to 

the peer average of 53%, 24%, 11%, 7% and 9%, respectively.  Although the University 

was more successful in retaining underclassmen, peer universities on average housed 

9% of graduates, which was one percentage point higher than Georgia Tech.     

Figure 4C.4: On-campus Resident Comparison for Academic Year 2008-2009 

Freshman Sophomores Junior Senior Graduate

Georgia Institute of Technology 84% 76% 49% 25% 8%

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University 42% 26% 19% 12% N/A

Cornell University N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

North Carolina State University 49% 30% 12% 8% 1%

Purdue University 55% 24% 7% 5% 9%

University of California - Berkeley 71% N/A N/A N/A 13%

University of California - Los Angeles 34% 24% 11% 8% 23%

University of Florida 62% 21% 11% 5% 1%

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 51% 22% 9% 6% 12%

University of Washington - Seattle N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univers 58% 21% 11% 8% 2%

AVERAGES: 53% 24% 11% 7% 9%

Percent of Each Class Living On CampusUniversity

 

Housing Costs 

 

An analysis of room and board costs for all housing types was considered for this study to 

determine Georgia Tech’s competitive nature among its peers.  The institution remained the least 

expensive for all unit types except for one- and two-bedroom family / graduate apartments, which 

were 22% and 29% more expensive than the peer average.  The price averages for the 

aforementioned unit types are as follows:   
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Figure 4C.5: Housing Rate Comparison for Academic Year 2008-2009 

Single Double
1BR / 
1BA    

(double)

2BR / 
1BA   

(double)

2BR / 
1BA

2BR / 
2BA

3BR / 
1BA

4BR / 
1BA

4BR / 
2BA

6BR / 
2BA

1BR / 
1BA

2BR / 
1BA

Georgia Institute of Technology N/A $4,530 $4,726 $4,376 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $9,333 $10,863

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University $6,865 $5,936 $6,560 $6,620 $7,270 $6,620 $7,280 N/A N/A N/A $7,280 N/A

Cornell University $7,860 $6,950 N/A N/A $5,604 $5,604 $5,604 N/A N/A N/A $5,604 $5,604

North Carolina State University $4,630 $4,150 $4,150 $4,320 $4,960 $4,960 N/A N/A N/A N/A $4,960 $4,960

Purdue University $6,042 $3,376 $4,676 $4,676 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $4,950 $5,828

University of California - Berkeley $15,536 $14,172 $14,995 $14,995 $10,995 $10,995 $10,995 N/A N/A N/A $12,843 $10,755

University of California - Los Angeles $9,872 $8,456 $9,513 $9,273 $13,167 $13,167 $8,778 N/A N/A N/A N/A $12,060

University of Florida $4,550 $4,294 $4,570 $4,370 N/A N/A N/A $4,794 $5,220 N/A $9,000 $9,450

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor $7,854 $7,610 $5,012 $6,647 $6,500 $6,500 $9,030 $8,392 $8,392 N/A $8,350 $6,500

University of Washington - Seattle $5,308 $4,652 N/A N/A $6,480 $7,650 $10,125 $8,820 N/A N/A $5,085 $6,255

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University $4,851 $3,474 $4,116 $3,760 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

AVERAGE: $5,729 $4,690 $4,814 $4,749 $7,854 $7,928 $8,635 $7,335 $6,806 N/A $7,259 $7,677

VARIANCE: N/A -4% -2% -9% -24% -25% -37% -16% -8% N/A 22% 29%

Traditional Units Suites Single Apartments Family & Graduate 
University

1

 
On-campus Housing Price Options 
 

On average, peer institutions provided twenty-four total price options for its units, while Georgia 

Tech offered the fewest at a total of nine.  UW provided the most options for its units at 31.  The 

steep variance between numbers of price options for on-campus housing suggests that peers 

provide greater diversity of housing products. 
 

Figure 4C.6: Count of Different Housing Rate Comparison for Academic Year 2008-2009 

University Traditional Suite
Under-

graduate 
Apartment

Family / 
Graduate 

Apartment

Total 
Number of 

Options

Georgia Institute of Technology 3 1 1 4 9

Peer Universities
Carnegie Mellon University 8 2 10 10 30

Cornell University 30 N/A N/A 3 30

North Carolina State University 5 N/A 4 6 15

Purdue University 13 1 2 1 17

University of California - Berkeley 7 3 2 4 16

University of California - Los Angeles 13 2 7 1 23

University of Florida 12 3 3 5 23

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 16 6 2 4 28

University of Washington - Seattle 22 N/A 3 6 31

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 21 5 N/A N/A 26

AVERAGES: 15 3 4 4 24  
 

Amenities and Affinities 

 

 Georgia Tech provides all of the nineteen housing amenities tested in this analysis; peer 

institutions provided many of the same amenities.  Game Room, Fitness Room, Tutoring 
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Center, and 12-month Lease Options were the least offered by peers at nine, eight, six, 

and three institutions, respectively.   

 

 The most popular affinity options among all schools was Field of Study LLC, Multicultural 

LLC, Service LLC, Single Sex Floors, Leadership LLC, Freshmen-Only Floors / 

Residence Halls, and Graduate Student Housing.  Other popular options include Family 

Housing, Freshmen Experience, Transfer and International Student Housing, and 

Intensive Study / 24-Hour Quiet residence halls.  Very few schools offered Greek (5), 

Outdoor LLC (2), or Undecided Major residence halls (0). 
 
Housing Quality 
 

Eight of the ten peer institutions experienced recent renovations to their residence halls or 

housing buildings, whereas the other two schools, Purdue and the Michigan are preparing for 

new construction of housing facilities.  Purdue anticipates that its new $41.7 million residence hall 

will be complete and open by August 2009.  The Michigan is scheduled to deliver its 460-bed new 

residence hall by 2010.  
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URVEY ANALYSIS 

Objective 
 
B&D developed a web-based survey to quantitatively test student demand for new on-campus 

housing.  Survey questions were designed to assess current and future habits and preferences 

related to housing.  Response options were structured to maximize information about desirable 

unit configurations, facility characteristics, and overall preferences for new housing.  Specific 

responses were sorted by various demographic characteristics to further analyze demand 

patterns and identify discrepancies in results. 

 

Methodology 
 

From October 3rd through October 10th, 2008, students at Georgia Tech were surveyed via an on-

line link distributed through campus e-mail.  During that time, 2,507 students participated in the 

survey.  Ten-thousand students were given an opportunity to indicate their level of support for a 

specific range of housing options.  Projections were then sorted by various demographic 

characteristics to make refinements in demand results. 

 

Survey Demographics 
 

Current Georgia Tech students, approximately 13% of the student population, took 2,507 student 

surveys.  The margin of error for the student survey sample was +/- 2.05%, assuming a 95% 

confidence level.  Below is a graph showing the margin of error: 

 

Figure 4D.1: Survey Margin of Error Assuming a 95% Confidence Interval 
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Survey sample demographics were generally representative of the University population as no 

demographic population varied 10% of the Institution’s demographics.     
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Figure 4D.2: Survey Demographics Comparison 

SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS INSTITUTION DEMOGRAPHICS * Survey %-
CATEGORY COUNT TOTAL % COUNT TOTAL % College %

Gender
Male 1403 2,164 64.8% 13,426 18,742 71.6% -6.8%

Female 761 2,164 35.2% 5,316 18,742 28.4% 6.8%

Ethnic Background 
Asian 414 2,164 19.1% 4,937 18,742 26.3% -7.2%

Black 91 2,164 4.2% 1,205 18,742 6.4% -2.2%

Hispanic 93 2,164 4.3% 888 18,742 4.7% -0.4%

Indian 120 2,164 5.5% 43 18,742 0.2% 5.3%

Multiracial 62 2,164 2.9% 170 18,742 0.9% 2.0%

Unknown 38 2,164 1.8% 45 18,742 0.2% 1.5%

White 1346 2,164 62.2% 11,454 18,742 61.1% 1.1%
2164 18,742

Academic Classification
Freshman** 513 2,163 23.7% 3,430 18,742 18.3% 5.4%

Sophomore 394 2,163 18.2% 2,771 18,742 14.8% 3.4%

Junior 380 2,163 17.6% 2,752 18,742 14.7% 2.9%

Senior 364 2,163 16.8% 3,612 18,742 19.3% -2.4%

Graduate/Professional 512 2,163 23.7% 6,177 18,742 33.0% -9.3%

Enrollment Status
  Full-time 2,080 2,148 96.8% 16,832 18,742 89.8% 7.0%

  Part-time 68 2,148 3.2% 1,910 18,742 10.2% -7.0%

 

Georgia Tech Housing 
 

The availability of on-campus housing played an integral role in attending Georgia Tech, for 67% 

of survey respondents believed it was a combination of very important / important reason for 

matriculating into the institution.  Expanding the results into student enrollment classification, the 

data suggested that 83%, 77%, 74%, 68%, and 34% of freshmen, second year, third year, fourth 

year and beyond, and graduate students believed that the availability of on-campus housing as 

very important and / or important in their decision to attend Georgia Tech. 

 

Seventy-five percent of all respondents indicated they live on campus and 88% and 31% of 

undergraduate and graduate survey participants stated they live on campus, respectively.  

Georgia Tech’s 2008 – 2009 Common Data Set noted that 60% of undergraduate students lived 

in college-owned, -operated, or –affiliated housing, suggesting an overrepresentation of survey 

participants from the undergraduate on-campus population.   

 

The survey data suggested that Georgia Tech students desired a connection between 

themselves and the institution; including the on-campus housing system.  For instance, 57% of 

respondents believed Georgia Tech’s housing system was very successful and / or successful at 

providing a sense of community for them.  However, 34% of off-campus respondents believed 

Georgia Tech’s housing system was very successful and / or successful, implying that their lack 

of perceived community may have been one variable that led to their off-campus migration. 

Student Housing Master Plan 
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Figure 4D.3: Georgia Tech’s Ability to Create a Sense of Community 
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Analyzing on-campus respondents’ previous place of residence with their perception of 

community offered an understanding of which neighborhoods and unit types achieved a very 

successful and / or successful level of community.  The results suggested that apartment-style 

units in all Georgia Tech neighborhoods created the least sense of community among students, 

while suites in the east neighborhoods and traditional halls in the west neighborhoods created the 

most.   

 

Figure 4D.4: Georgia Tech’s Ability to Create a Sense of Community by Neighborhood 
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Overall, survey participants expressed positive feedback regarding Georgia Tech housing, as 

only 4% of respondents noted that they did not enjoy or did not value their residence hall 

experience, suggesting a high level of student housing satisfaction.  Moreover, a convenient living 

option; introduced me to new friends; provided me with a safe; secure environment; allowed me 

to live with Georgia Tech friends; and helped me acclimate to life at Georgia Tech yielded 81%, 

74%,  68%, 68%, and 67% level of agreement, respectively.   
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Figure 4D.5: Students’ experience in Georgia Tech Housing 
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Enhanced my overall experience at Georgia Tech (n=1,206)

Helped me acclimate to life at Georgia Tech (1,432)

Allowed me to live with Georgia Tech friends (n=1,463)

Provided me with a safe, secure environment (n=1,470)

Introduced me to new friends (n=1,592)

Was a convenient living option (n=1,744)

 

On-campus Living 
 

Student satisfaction of the on-campus living conditions remained high among on-campus survey 

respondents, with satisfaction levels reaching 87%.  Expanding the results into unit type and 

housing neighborhoods, the data depicted marginal variances in the levels of satisfaction.  

Student respondents living in the east neighborhood expressed the greatest level of satisfaction 

with the suite style units, while respondents living in the west neighborhood believed the 

traditional halls provided the highest level of satisfaction. 

 

Figure 4D.6: Students’ Perception of On-campus Housing by Neighborhood 
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To understand the forces that affect student preference in housing, the survey tested twenty-

seven factors that may have affected respondents’ decision as to where they lived this year.  The 

primary factor was the availability of high-speed Internet access, followed by proximity to class.  

The top five factors students selected reflect the importance of convenience to students at 

Georgia Tech, as availability and proximity to academic related activities represented three of the 

five top factors.  The chart below summarizes the top five factors among survey respondents: 

 

Figure 4D.7: Factors Most Important to On-campus Students When Deciding Where to Live This Year 

Availability of high-speed Internet access 91%

Proximity to classes 88%

Maintenance and custodial services / general condition of building 87%

Proximity to campus activities 86%

Proximity to friends 83%

Top Five Factors
(On-campus Respondents, Very Important & Important, n=1,656)

 

Off-campus Living 
 

By maintaining on-campus housing rates at and / or below off-campus market rates, Georgia 

Tech houses 46% of its students on campus, almost fifteen percentage points higher than its peer 

average.  Fifty percent of off-campus respondents noted that they lived with other Georgia Tech 

students and 14% noted that they lived alone; the remaining 36% either lived with a spouse / 

partner and / or children (19%), with roommate(s) who were not students at Georgia Tech (12%), 

or with parent(s) or other relatives (5%).  The primary reason some students chose to live off 

campus with their parents or other relatives was for affordability. 

 

The survey results showed that 63% of students living off-campus were in 12-month lease 

agreements.  In addition, students living off campus were primarily renting two-bedroom units, 

representing 42% of the results, followed by 22% in three-bedroom units, 18% in four-or-more 

bedroom units, and 18% in one-room / studios or one-bedroom units.  Factoring a weighted 

average methodology between the unit types and rental rates paid per month, results suggested 

that students paid $785, $641, $553, and $668 per person per month for a studio / one-, two-, 

three-, and four-bedroom units, respectively.  In addition, the results showed that the weighted 

average cost for utilities per month was approximately $100 per person per month. 
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When determining where to live this year, off-campus student respondents believed that the total 

cost of rent was the determining factor.  Proximity to class also ranked among the top five factors, 

this could be due to the relatively long commute times some students observe in order to attend 

class, as survey results indicated that the weighted average commute time among off-campus 

students was 16 minutes.  In addition, on-campus programs and services were less important to 

off-campus students, which are to be expected, as Georgia Tech’s off-campus student population 
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is older and more independent.  However, it is important to note that 45% of off-campus survey 

participants believed the variety and availability of different types of housing was very important / 

important to them, further justifying students’ sensitivity to price and relative indifference over unit 

type.   The chart below summarizes the top five factors among survey respondents: 

 
Figure 4D.8: Factors Most Important to Off-campus Students When Deciding Where to Live This Year 

Total cost of rent and utilities 91%

Safety / security 88%

Availability of high-speed Internet access 81%

Availability of a quiet place to study 80%

Proximity to classes 79%

Top Five Factors
(Off-campus Respondents, Very Important & Important, n=583)

 

Overall, survey participants were satisfied with current housing conditions, where 92% stated they 

were very satisfied or satisfied with their housing.  Furthermore, 82% of respondents believed 

their place of residence was very convenient or convenient in relation to its proximity to classes.   

 
Preferred Living 
 

Survey respondents were asked to share the perceived level of importance of fourteen variables 

regarding future improvements to on-campus student housing.  All but one factor had a less than 

50% significance rating: Increasing the total population of students living on campus (49%).  The 

most important factor was keeping housing rates affordable, showing the participants’ sensitivity 

to price.  Aside from monetary value, participants expressed interest in maintaining Georgia 

ech’s campus image, which correlates with the institution’s strong campus tradition.  The chart 

elow summarizes top five factors among survey respondents: 

T

b

 
Figure 4D.9: Factors Most Important to Students Regarding On-campus Housing Improvements 

Keep housing affordable 97%

Provide modern and attractive living environments to students 90%

Make Georgia Tech more attractive to prospective students 89%

Improve the restroom facilities in the residence halls 87%

Provided housing that is suitable to the lifestyles of upperclassmen 87%

Top Five Factors
(All Respondents, Very Important & Important, n=2,182)
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To expand on the idea of housing improvements, students were asked to share their interest in 

on-campus housing.  The results suggested that a high percentage of Georgia Tech students 

would continue to live on campus throughout their college careers.  The institution is currently 

housing 84%, 76%, 49%, 25%, and 8% of its freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, and graduate 

students, respectively; however, survey results indicate that if future housing preferences were 

met, 74%, 72%, 68%, 59%, and 29% students would live on campus their freshman, second, 

third, four year and beyond, and graduate years, respectively.  This data suggests that Georgia 

Tech has the potential to capture more students within on-campus housing.  

 

Figure 4D.10: Where Students Would Live If There Preferences Were Met (n=5,740) 
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In addition, B&D analyzed where students were planning to live next year by enrollment 

classification to understand the macroeconomic forces of student housing at Georgia Tech.  A 

large percentage of students plan to remain on campus next year.  Georgia Tech will lose some 

students to Greek housing in the first two years of matriculation and to the off campus market 

during students’ third and fourth years.  The results suggested that students experienced the 

highest level of indecision of where to live their second and third years where the percentages 

reach 20% and 26%, respectively.  Among graduate students, the survey indicated that only a 

small percentage of masters and PhD students intended to remain on campus next year.  The 

majority of this population is lost to the off-campus market, followed by graduation. 
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Figure 4D.11: Students’ Future Housing Preference 

Where Students Are Planning to Live Next Year by Class (n=2,155)

On campus Off campus

Greek 
Chapter 
House Undecided

Graduating 
from Georgia 

Tech
Leaving 

Georgia Tech

Freshman year (n=513) 73% 3% 11% 14% 0% 0%

2nd year (n=393) 59% 9% 11% 20% 0% 1%

3rd year (n=378) 45% 23% 5% 26% 1% 1%

4th year and beyond (n=363) 17% 20% 3% 10% 48% 2%

Masters (n=248) 12% 39% 0% 17% 29% 4%

PhD (n=260) 9% 69% 0% 13% 7% 2%

 

Students had varying responses to why they were not interested in living in student housing.  The 

primary reasons where financially related.  Other reasons included students’ desire for a facility 

with more privacy (39%), washer / dryer in the unit (38%), freedom / independence (37%), and to 

have a kitchen (35%).  The chart below summarizes top five factors among survey respondents: 

 

Figure 4D.12: Factors that Determined Why Students Chose to Live Off-campus 

Lower cost of housing 59%

To have more privacy 39%

To have a washer / dryer in my unit 38%

To have more freedom / independence 37%

To have a kitchen / prepare my own meals 35%

(All Responses, n=10,778)
Top Five Factors

 

Future Project 
 

To obtain a greater understanding of student’s sensitivity to price, B&D asked students their 

willingness to pay a 10% premium for the new construction of on-campus housing.  The results 

indicated that 47% of respondents had some level of support for a new construction premium.  In 

addition, 14% were unsure and needed more information and 39% were unsupportive of a 

housing fee increase. 
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Figure 4D.13: Students’ Support for a 10% Housing Premium for New Construction to All Residence Halls (n=2,180) 
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Student desire for amenities ranged significantly among the fifteen options tested.  Survey results 

depicted no amenity exceeding 90% favorability and no amenity favorability rating below 20%.  

Thirteen of the fifteen options received a favorability rating above 50% where classrooms and 

outdoor basketball courts received the fewest response.  Because no single group of amenities 

exceed the 90% favorability mark, it is possible that Georgia Tech students prefer convenience to 

amenity-rich housing.  The chart below summarizes the top five factors among survey 

respondents: 

 

Figure 4D.14: Amenities Students Would Like to in On-campus Renovation / New Construction Housing 

Washer / dryer in unit (only for apartments) 82%

One large in building community room / movie room / lounge 78%

Main entry / access point 71%

Smaller study rooms on each hall/floor 70%

24-hour on-site staff / security 70%

Top Five Amenities
(All Respondents, Very Interested & Interested, n=2,149)
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DEMAND BASED PROGRAMMING 
 
O
 

bjectives 

B&D developed a detailed model to project demand for student housing at Georgia Tech.  The 

model derives demand from electronic survey responses, as well as current and projected 

enrollment figures provided by Georgia Tech.    

 

Methodology 
 
By utilizing unit-type preferences demonstrated in the electronic survey, B&D’s student housing 

demand model projected demand onto Georgia Tech’s fall 2008 total student enrollment.  Survey 

respondents were provided with a narrative description of anticipated augmentations to Georgia 

Tech’s student housing, sample floor plans for a range of potential unit types, and estimated 

rental rates for each unit type.  Following their review of the narrative, proposed floor plans, and 

rental rates, respondents were asked to indicate which unit type and occupancy option they 

would have selected to live in had it been available at the beginning of the current academic year 

(fall ’08).  A response option was provided to allow students to indicate that they would not have 

chosen to live on campus.   

 

To project realistic demand, B&D developed specific target markets consisting of survey 

respondents who would likely be interested in leasing student housing on Georgia Tech’s 

campus.  A combination of focus group data, survey data, and B&D’s expert judgment was used 

to develop the target market criteria.  

 

The project narrative, proposed unit types, and estimated rental rates included in the survey are 

listed below. 

 

Project Description 

 

Georgia Tech is interested in quantifying student preferences for on-campus housing over the 

next ten years.  Understanding both student unit-type preferences and fee tolerance will aid 

Georgia Tech’s residence life program in continued understanding of its housing demand. 

 

The next questions refer to the following housing options with approximate room rates projected 

in 2008/2009 dollars, including costs of utilities, basic telephone with voice mail, and high-speed 

Internet access.  The layout given is for illustrative purposes only and represents examples of 

what could be included in the project. 
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Proposed Unit Type and Estimated Rental Rates 
 
A.  Traditional Residence Hall with Community Bathrooms (Undergraduate Students) 
One double or single occupancy bedroom with centrally located hall bathrooms 

 

Estimated Rent (in today’s dollars): 
Double Occupancy Bedroom: $520 / month / person or $2,338 / semester / person  

Single Occupancy Bedroom: $799 / month / person or $3,596 / semester / person 

 

Example layout(s) of Unit Type A: 
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B.  Junior Suite (Undergraduate Students) 
Two double or single occupancy bedrooms with shared private bathroom in the unit, no living 

room or kitchen 

 

Estimated Rent (in today’s dollars): 
Double Occupancy Bedroom: $589 / month / person or $2,650 / semester / person  

Single Occupancy Bedroom: $834 / month / person or $3,754 / semester / person 

 

Example layout(s) of Unit Type B: 
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C.  Full Suite (Undergraduate Students) 
Two or four double or single occupancy bedrooms with shared bathroom(s) and living room in the 

unit, no kitchen 

 

Estimated Rent (in today’s dollars): 
Double Occupancy Bedroom: $656 / month / person or $ 2,950 / semester / person  

Single Occupancy Bedroom: $1,049 / month / person or $4,720 / semester / person 

 

Example layout(s) of Unit Type C: 
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D. 2-Bedroom Apartment (for Single Undergraduate / Graduate Students or Student 
Families) 
Two single or family occupancy bedrooms with one bathroom, a living room, and a kitchen in the 

unit 

 

Estimated Rent (in today’s dollars): 
Single Occupancy Bedroom: $800 / month / person or $3,600 / semester / person  

Family Occupancy Bedroom: $1,504 / month / person or $6,768 / semester / person 

 

Example layout(s) of Unit Type D: 
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E. 4-or-more Bedroom Apartments (Undergraduate Students) 
Four-or-more single occupancy bedrooms with two bathrooms, a living room, and a kitchen in the 

unit 

 

Estimated Rent (in today’s dollars): 
Single Occupancy Bedroom: $727 / month / person or $3,272 / semester / person 

 

Example layout(s) of Unit Type E: 
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Enrollment 
 
As a part of the demand-based programming model, B&D analyzed Georgia Tech’s student 

enrollment for the last ten years to determine future enrollment trends.  Based on this analysis, 

B&D set the enrollment growth for undergraduate students for the next ten years at 21.9% or 2% 

per year.  Graduate enrollment was set at 10.5% or 1% per year for the next ten years. 

 
Definition of Target Market 
 
To project realistic demand for Georgia Tech’s student housing, B&D developed a filtered target 

market for both undergraduate and graduate students consisting of survey respondents who 

would likely be interested in leasing on-campus units.   

 

The filtered target market was defined to include respondents who met all of the following criteria:  

 1)  Are, as indicated, “very” or “somewhat” interested in living in the proposed units; 

 2)  Are a full-time student; 

 3)  Are currently living in a rented unit;  

 4) Are living alone, with other Georgia Tech student(s), with roommate(s) who are not 

students at Georgia Tech, or respondents living with their spouse/partner and/or children; 

and 

 5)  Are currently paying $400 or more per month for rent at an off-campus location.   

 

Respondents not meeting the aforementioned criteria were removed from the demand analysis, 

including those students living with parent(s) or other relative(s).   

 

Matching Current Conditions 
 
Because Georgia Tech Housing captures a higher percentage of its freshman population, capture 

rates for the freshmen within the demand-based programming model were altered to remain 

consistent with this the trend of capturing 92% of freshmen.  
 
The success of Georgia Tech’s Freshmen Year Experience is largely attributed to the fact that all 

freshmen are assigned to traditional, double-corridor unit types.  The Housing Master Plan 

Steering Committee agreed that in order to continue the success of the Freshmen Year 

Experience, all freshmen would continue to be assigned to traditional style housing.  As a result, 

B&D performed a policy override for all freshmen student respondents that indicated that they 

were interested in living in a unit other than that of traditional style halls. 

 
Summary of Findings 
 

The following data represents on-campus housing demand patterns that would likely be exhibited 

by students within the defined target market.  The chart illustrates the ideal distribution of demand 

by unit type and occupancy. 
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Figure 4E.1: Current Housing Demand of Filtered Target Market 

Potential Maximum
Enrolled Capture Potential

Population Rate Demand Traditional Apartment

Total Demand (# beds) 18,371 48.8% 8,844 2,931 5,913

Existing On Campus Beds 8,540 2,869 5,671

Surplus/(Deficit) of Beds ) )

On-Campus Housing Type: 
Distribution of Demand

(304) (62 (242

 

Figure 4E.2: Future Housing Demand of Filtered Target Market 

Potential Maximum
Enrollment Capture Potential
Projection Rate Demand Traditional Apartment

Total 21,385 48.8% 10,607 2,872 7,735

Existing On Campus Beds 8,540 2,869 5,671

Surplus / (Deficit) of Beds ) ) )

On-Campus Housing Type: 
Distribution of Demand

(2067 (3 (2064

 

 An Occupancy Coverage Ratio (“OCR”) was used to adjust 

the demand model’s future maximum demand in order to 

balance Georgia Tech’s institutional risk with current financial 

realities.  Due to the institution’s policy override for traditional 

style units and the limited occupancy risk these unit types impose to the campus, the OCR for 

these unit types was maintained at 1.00:1.  Apartment-style units typically generate high demand; 

Georgia Tech has a significant supply of apartment-style units currently available within the on-

campus housing program.  This, paired with the fact that apartment-style units are readily 

available within Atlanta’s off-campus market, implies an increased occupancy risk for apartment-

style units on the Georgia Tech campus.  Therefore, the OCR for apartment-style units was set at 

1.20:1. 

OCR

Traditional 1.00:1

Apartment 1.20:1

 

Georgia Tech Future Demand 
 
Overall, the analysis demonstrates additional demand for 300 beds based on current enrollment 

and projects it to grow to approximately 1,350 beds by year 2018 with the highest demand for 

apartment-style units.  

 

Figure 4E.3: Future Housing Demand Summary with Occupancy Coverage Ratio 

Demand OCR Target Supply Current Supply Difference

Traditional 2,872 1.00:1 2,870 2,869 -
Apartment 7,736 1.20:1 7,040 5,671 )

10,579 9,660 8,540 )

(1,369

(1,369
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Georgia Tech’s current housing portfolio includes 34% traditional, 66% apartment-style units; 

however, projected demand for academic year 2017 / 2018 indicates demand for apartment units, 

with a mix of 29% traditional, 71% apartments. 

 

Figure 4E.4: Current Housing Supply vs. Future Housing Demand in 2018 
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PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Objective 
 
Based on a general walk-through of all the facilities as well as the Guiding Principles outlined by 

the Housing Master Plan Steering Committee in November 2008, the Project Team has proposed 

recommendations for improvements for each housing facility consideration.  This document is 

meant to outline the above-mentioned project recommendations and phasing sequence for the 

Georgia Tech Housing Master Plan. 

 
Guiding Principles 
 
B&D conducted a thorough analysis of Georgia Tech in order to provide the framework 

necessary to implement a successful Housing Master Plan.   

 

Based on this analysis, the Project Team and Georgia Tech established the following guiding 

principles to guide their efforts throughout the study:  

 Maintain minimum bed count of 8,200 beds throughout the Master Plan. 

 Accommodate all students that want to live on campus in University housing. 

 Guarantee housing for all freshmen and returning sophomores. 

 House all freshmen in units that will foster the Freshman Year Experience. 

 House all second-year and older students in apartment-style units 

 Provide approximately 9,700 beds at the end of the plan: 

 Approximately 8,000 – 8,500 Undergraduate beds 

 Approximately 1,000 Graduate beds 

 Cultivate community on the neighborhood level. 

 Provide living-learning communities that support student success and development. 

 Develop a financially feasible plan that limits the impact on student rental rates. 
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Project Recommendations 
 
Project 1 – Complete Renovations in Tech Estates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Renovate Fitten, Freeman, and Montag similar to that of recent renovations in Caldwell, 

Armstrong, Hefner, and Folk (bedrooms and bathrooms will not be reconfigured). 

 Renovate common space on individual floors (will not be reconfigured). 

 Convert two-pipe fan coil units to four-pipe fan coil units in each room. 

 Extensive renovation to bathrooms including updated finishes and fixtures. 

 Add elevator to Fitten Hall.  Addition of elevator will not reduce bed count in Fitten. 

 Add elevator connecting Freeman and Montag Halls.  Circulation to elevator will displace 

one room on upper floors and reduce bed count in each hall by four beds. 

 Improve community space on first floor rather than additional community space on upper 

floors to avoid a reduction in bed count. 

 Addition to first floor  

 First-floor lobby with office in Fitten can be used for additional community space 

while Facilities office space in basement can be used for additional community 

space in Freeman / Montag (Facilities will move to warehouse space). 

Tech Estates  
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Fitten, Freeman, and Montag Halls site plan. 
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Projects 2 and 3 – Construct New Residence Hall to Replace Woodruff Hall and Add 1,000 Beds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replace Woodruff Hall 

 Analysis revealed that renovating Woodruff Hall would cost as much as replacing the 

facility with a new 464-bed suite-style building. 

 The replacement hall will provide abundant community space on the ground floor and the 

enclosed outdoor quad will provide additional opportunities for building community. 

 

 
Apartment-style unit layouts for Woodruff Hall and New Residence Hall. 

Woodruff 
Replacement & 
New Hall
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Construct New Residence Hall Adjacent to Woodruff Hall 

 Construct two new 544-bed residence halls (1,088 beds) comprised of apartment-style 

units adjacent to Woodruff Hall.  Each apartment will house two or four residents with 

living space, two bathrooms, and a kitchen.   

 The new residence hall will provide abundant community space and a Student Learning 

Center to foster student success. 

 Dining and parking will be accommodated based on the respective Master Plans. 

 Construction of new residence hall can be phased to allow for surface parking to 

be accessible as long as possible. 

 If Transportation Master Plan outlines relocation of surface lot, construction of 

new residence hall will not need to be phased.   

 

 
New Residence Hall 
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New Residence Hall and Woodruff Replacement.  
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Project 4 – Replace Perry and Matheson Halls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Raze and replace Perry and Matheson Halls with four, four-story traditional-style halls 

housing a total of 384 residents (four buildings with 96 residents per building). 

 Each floor will be divided into two “pods” in which 12-16 students will share a community 

bathroom.  

 Ground floor will accommodate common space, a community kitchen with dining, and 

study rooms. 

Traditional “pod” unit layouts for Perry and Matheson Halls. 
 
 
 
 

 

Area 2
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 A one-story Commons building with green roof will be added to provide common space 

for Area 2 with meeting rooms, lounges, and Residence Life offices. 

 While this location is ideal for affinity housing, freshmen must be accommodated within 

this facility to meet the institution’s goal to “house all freshmen in units that will foster the 

Freshmen Year Experience.”  
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Project 5 – Renovate Hanson, Hopkins, and Field Halls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Renovate Hanson, Hopkins, and Field Halls similar to that of recent renovations in Tech 

Estates (bedrooms and bathrooms will not be reconfigured).  

 Elevator will be added at end of building and connect to corridors to avoid reduction in 

bed count. 

 Convert two-pipe fan coil units to four-pipe fan coil units in each room. 

 Install NFPA-13 sprinkler system. 

 Extensive renovation to bathrooms including updated finishes and fixtures. 

 Improve community space by providing opportunities for student interaction in new Area 

2 Commons. 

 

Area 2
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Future Option – Convert apartments in GLC from four-bedroom to two-bedroom apartments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Convert apartments from four-bedrooms to two-bedrooms and increase common living 

space.  

 Accommodate student demand for two-bedroom apartments. 

 Increase size of bedrooms and common space.   

 Georgia Tech would lose 174 graduate beds with this option. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Graduate 

Living Center
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Cost Projections 
 
Upon the completion of the proposed plan, Georgia Tech will introduce 1,119 net new beds to its 

housing program for a total bed count of 9,659 beds. 

 

Residence Hall       
(in chronological order)

Existing 
Bed 

Count Renovation Replacement
New 

Construction

Total @ End 
of Plan 

(2018/2019)

Fitten 128 - 128 - 128

Freeman 110 - 106 - 106

Montag 112 - 108 - 108

New Building - - - 1,088 1,088

Woodruff 551 - 464 - 464

Perry 114 - 192 - 192

Matheson 144 - 192 - 192

Hanson 110 110 - - 110

Hopkins 126 126 - - 126

Field 118 118 - - 118

Total: 1,513 354 1,190 1,088 2,632  
 
 
 
 

 

The total Housing Master Plan project cost (hard and soft costs) is $249 million (2009 dollars).  

This cost includes the renovation of Fitten, Freeman, Montag, Hanson, Hopkins, and Field halls 

as well as the replacement of Woodruff, Perry, and Matheson halls and the new 1,088-bed 

facility.  Total project costs also include the addition of elevators in Fitten, Freeman (elevator 

shared with Montag), Hanson, Hopkins, and Field halls as well as the addition of community 

space in Perry and Fitten Halls.  Total project costs do not include replacement of the Woodruff 

dining facility (approximately $7.1M) or the construction of a parking facility (approximately 

$116M) to accommodate the additional parking demand produced by the 1,088 net new on-

campus beds.  The campus is currently conducting a parking master plan. 
 
 

Total Beds at End of Plan  = 9,659 

Total Net New Beds = 1,119 

Figure 5.1: Development Plan 
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Residence Hall       
(in chronological order)

Updated 
Bed 

Count GSF

Renovation 
Cost 

($150/sq.ft.)

Replacement 
Cost 

($250/sq.ft.)

New 
Construction 

Cost Total Cost

Fitten 128 29,500 $7,703,000 - $650,000 $8,353,000

Freeman 106 25,276 $6,879,000 - - $6,879,000

Montag 108 23,926 $4,666,000 - - $4,666,000

New Building 1,088 380,000 - - $123,500,000 $123,500,000

Woodruff 464 160,000 - $52,000,000 - $52,000,000

Perry 192 54,000 - $17,550,000 - $17,550,000

Matheson 192 48,000 - $15,600,000 - $15,600,000

Hanson 110 23,775 $6,586,000 - - $6,586,000

Hopkins 126 24,403 $6,709,000 - - $6,709,000

Field 118 26,341 $7,086,000 - - $7,086,000

Total: 2,632 $39,629,000 $85,150,000 $124,150,000 $248,929,000

*Notes:

 - Perry replacement costs include 6,000 GSF 1-story Community Building.

 - Fitten, Freeman, Hanson, Hopkins & Field renovation costs include addition of elevators ($1.5M).

 - Fitten renovation includes 2,000 GSF 1st floor addtion.

 - Construction of dining facility estimated at $275 / sq. ft. ($7.1M).

 - Construction of parking facility estimated at $15,000 / car (1,000 cars - $116M).

 - Project costs represent hard & soft costs (soft costs projected at 30% of hard costs) in 2009 dollars.  
 
Conclusion 
 
At the conclusion of the proposed Housing Master Plan Georgia Tech will have increased its on-

campus housing capacity to 9,659 (increase of 13% or 1,119 beds).  The institution will also 

maintain the ability to house the majority of first-year students in housing that fosters the 

Freshman Year Experience. 

 

At the end of the proposed Plan, the unit-type mix will have improved to accommodate all levels 

of the student development continuum.  Traditional halls currently represent 34% of the housing 

stock and its percentage will diminish to 29% with the injection of additional housing on campus; 

therefore the supply of suites / apartments will increase from 66% of the housing supply to 71%. 

 

The amount of functional community space in each hall will also be increased significantly to 

accommodate both formal and informal programming opportunities that will enhance the sense of 

community on a building level.  These new opportunities, as well as the addition of a student-

learning center in the new residence hall adjacent to Woodruff Hall, will also meet the needs of 

the enhanced living-learning communities at Georgia Tech. 
 

Figure 5.1: Development Plan 
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FOCUS GROUP REPORT 
 
Objective 
 

The purpose of the focus group and intercept interviews was to engage a variety of individuals in 

dynamic conversation about the housing facilities and potential housing issues at Georgia Tech. 

B&D, in coordination with Housing, focused on understanding ways in which updating and 

implementing housing facilities and policies can positively affect student life on campus.  The 

focus groups were intended to yield qualitative data for the researchers, while identifying 

sensitivities and previously unconsidered issues surrounding current and potential new housing 

projects at Georgia Tech. 

 

Methodology 
 

Housing organized focus groups to obtain a diverse mix of feedback from a wide range of 

Georgia Tech students, faculty, and staff.  In addition, B&D staff performed intercept interviews 

with students and parents in the union, bus stops, and food courts to ascertain their needs 

regarding student housing.  Over 50 individuals participated in five focus groups and intercept 

interviews on July and September of 2008, on the Georgia Tech campus.    

 

A moderator from B&D led each of the focus group sessions and guided the conversation to 

address housing issues.  The moderator presented a series of open-ended questions and 

encouraged individuals to discuss tangential issues and engage in dynamic conversation.  While 

the moderator was predisposed to obtaining answers to the questions asked, he or she also paid 

close attention to participant-generated issues raised during the discussion.    

 

Focus Group Composition 
 

Group A:  Undergraduate Students 
   12 participants  

 

Group B:  Graduate Students 
   7 participants  

 

Group C:  Faculty and Staff  

   15 participants  

 

Group D:  Intercept Interviews 
   23 participants  
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Summary of Findings  

 

Why did you choose to attend Georgia Tech? 
 

Student participants cited Georgia Tech’s prestigious academic reputation, professional feel, and 

rich tradition as reasons why they chose to attend the Institution.  In addition, students enjoyed 

immersing themselves with other motivated individuals in an urban environment. 

 

 Georgia Tech’s challenging atmosphere drew many students to campus.  The school’s 

high rankings and professional resources were among reasons students chose to attend.   

 All students enjoyed Georgia Tech’s green space, especially the plush greenery found 

throughout campus, which make the campus feel more traditional. 

 In-state students commented that the Hope Scholarship provided enrollment access to 

many students at Georgia Tech. 

 
Did Georgia Tech meet your expectations overall? 
 

Students were satisfied with their experience at Georgia Tech to date.  The rigorous academic 

program and availability of internship / co-op programs were the high points of the discussion.  In 

addition, many students enjoyed their Freshmen Experience, claiming that it built camaraderie 

among students, particularly among those taking the same courses.  However, students felt that 

the sense of a broad community was lost among the different residence hall zones. 

 

 The challenging academics of the institution helped to build relationships among 

students.  Many stated that they survived their first year through study groups formed in 

their Freshman Experience program. 

 Students also felt that the institution’s strong connection with the business community 

provided many opportunities for internships and co-ops. 

 Participants mentioned that small residence hall communities exist, but a broad sense of 

neighborhood is absent.   

 

Why do students live on campus?   
 

Students choose to live on campus for a number of reasons, including convenience, experience, 

and an increased feeling of safety and security.  Convenience was one of the most important 

attributes to on-campus students as living on campus provided direct access to their essential 

needs.    

 

 Many on-campus student participants mentioned that they were constantly identifying 

ways to improve their use of time. 

 In addition, many students chose on-campus accommodations to live with friends and 

develop relationships with others. 

 Although Georgia Tech is located in the heart of Atlanta, students felt safe on campus. 
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 Students indicated that buzz card access to all residence halls was a priority as Georgia 

Tech moves forward with new construction and renovations to its housing system. 

 Although graduate students who reside on North Campus held some concerns over 

safety, particularly late at night, they mentioned that they felt confident and safe when in 

the campus core. 

 Some students continued to live on campus for the chance to live in the University’s 

apartment style housing. 

 
Why do students move / live off campus? 
 

Students perceived Georgia Tech’s off-campus market as a better value than comparable on-

campus housing, yet their due diligence has found that often times, off-campus housing results in 

a greater expense.  Other reasons students chose to live off campus included a desire to house 

pets, a desire for more living space, the ability to own property, or Greek housing obligations. 

 

 The perception of an inexpensive off-campus market drew some students to move off-

campus; however, participants shared anecdotes of students who later returned to 

campus after realizing the real cost of off-campus living. 

 Participants mentioned that several students had moved off campus for its flexible pet 

policy, while others had moved off campus to live in larger living quarters.  Graduate 

students in particular expressed interest for larger units. 

 Students mentioned that some parents purchase property near campus to provide 

housing during their child’s tenure at Georgia Tech. 

 While Greek housing is technically located off campus, focus group participants 

considered Greek housing an on-campus accommodation.  Participants from this group 

stated that they would have continued living on campus if they did not have housing 

obligations with their respective Greek houses. 

 

What are the reputations of the different residence halls?  What do you like about the 
halls?  What could be improved? 
 

Students enjoyed both the variety of unit types and the location of their residence halls.  Recently 

renovated facilities received praise from students.  Participants were satisfied with the on-campus 

apartment housing options and many felt the options sufficiently met the needs of students.  

Conversely, the overall perception of both the traditional and Olympic-built facilities was that they 

have many deferred maintenance issues that need to be addressed.   

 

 Students at Georgia Tech liked having options; for instance, the ability to choose from a 

variety of housing types made living on campus desirable, as students were able to find 

the facility that matched their needs.  The housing facilities’ many entrance / exits were 

another feature students appreciated. 
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 Students had a deep connection with the traditional residence halls on campus.  Some 

intentionally requested to live in specific halls their parents or other family members had 

lived in. 

 Students saw a divide between the three residential hall communities: east campus was 

considered the most social; west campus was considered quiet and studious; and north 

campus was considered isolated from the rest of campus. 

 Comments about specific residence halls: 

o Hefner received new elevators. 

o Glen received a fresh coat of paint. 

o Freeman, Fritten, Montag need renovations. 

o Folk updated its kitchen and lounges. 

o Caldwell’s informal open door policy created a sense of community. 

o Montag’s furniture was not movable. 

o Woodruff was outdated and its elevator did not work properly. 

o GLC was too small (size of rooms, size of appliances, etc.) for graduate level 

students. 

 

What additional services or amenities would students need in a residence hall on this 
campus? 
 

Georgia Tech’s academic prestige helped retain many of its students.  Focus group participants 

agreed that the amenities offered in the residential halls, though meager, sufficiently met their 

housing needs.  Students mentioned that Georgia Tech does not offer many of the high-end 

amenities its off-campus competitors do, including gourmet kitchens, hardwood floors, or 

spacious accommodations to name a few; however, the housing system thrives without such 

luxury amenities.  Additional vending machines, buzz card access, more meeting spaces, study 

lounges with a view, a more reliable transit system, and larger living accommodations were 

among many amenities students requested. 

 

 Students were especially impressed with maintenance’s timely work order completion. 

 Many students were impressed with the renovations of the existing residential halls. 

 Participants indicated a need for additional vending machines in each of the residence 

halls. 

 While the addition of buzz card access to all residential halls is in progress, students 

recognized the important role it plays in the overall safety and security of campus. 

 Many students felt that there was a lack of common space conducive to quiet study and 

relaxation. 

 Graduate students in particular were not satisfied with the transit system on campus.  Its 

roundabout route was perceived as unreliable and an inefficient use of time. 

 Some students felt that the overall square footage of the apartments was limited. 
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Specifically, what do you think of the existing residential life programming? 
 

Student participants felt that the University was satisfactory at maintaining the quality-of-life and 

academic attributes expected from on-campus housing.  Housing staff on the other hand sought 

additional programming space throughout each residence hall.  Students were satisfied with the 

programming available in the residential halls, as many enjoyed the sense of community created 

during their first year.  However, some students perceived a divide among east and west 

campus, stating that camaraderie was missing on west campus.  Graduate students, who felt the 

University treated them as undergraduates, expressed a desire for more autonomy. 

 

 Students were generally satisfied with residential hall programming during their first year.  

Academic tutoring was the service students praised most because of the rigorous 

academic programs at Georgia Tech.  

 Students perceived that east campus had the greatest sense of community, while west 

had the least.  Members of the housing staff mentioned that students at west identified 

with their place of residence through a specific building, unlike the students at east who 

identified themselves by a larger residential community. 

 Graduate students were indifferent toward residential hall programming.  Some enjoyed 

interacting with their peers, though others wished to live independently from on-campus 

activities.   

 
Do students participate in the current Living-Learning programs? 
 

Georgia Tech currently has a number of living-learning communities that provide integrated 

learning programs to students.  The popularity of the living-learning communities has resulted in 

waiting lists to live in program-specific housing.  The international house in particular has become 

a model for success in terms of effectively implementing a system for building community.  The 

addition of classrooms in a number of the residence halls would allow Georgia Tech to provide 

better living-learning opportunities to students. 

 

 Many students felt that Georgia Tech’s living-learning communities have the potential for 

additional growth.   

 Students living in the current living-learning communities reported having a very positive 

housing experience.   

 The single shared common area allowed for greater camaraderie among participants of 

living-learning communities. 

 Some groups remained close and moved through the housing continuum together from 

suites to apartments. 

 International House had 48 student participants with 60% domestic and 40% international 

students.  This program introduced international students to American culture.  There 

was a wait list of 5 to 20 students for this program. 

 Honors House wished to maintain membership near 100 to 120 students.  Students were 

chosen for the program based on their inquisitiveness, passion, and depth. 
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 Women Students in Georgia Technology was a young program created from a study that 

posed the question, “Why were women leaving the sciences even though some were 

outperforming their male peers?” 

 The success of these programs was based on the availability of community space and 

faculty participation. 

 

What are the perceptions of on-campus dining?  What meal plan options should be 
available to students living in on-campus housing? 
 

On-campus dining played an integral role in providing convenience to Georgia Tech students, as 

the ability to remain in a central location saved them time.  Graduate students in particular stated 

that they benefited from having an optional meal plan, because it allowed them to remain on 

campus.  Students did acknowledge that on-campus food service was significantly more 

expensive than the off-campus food service market. 

 

 On-campus dining is a convenience many students appreciate. 

 Several graduate students mentioned that the convenience of having a meal plan 

allowed them to remain on campus, thereby maximizing their academic time. 

 Several students felt the price of meals on campus were too expensive compared to the 

alternative off campus. 
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No. Property Name Property Address City State Zip Code Lease Term 
(1)

Miles form 
Campus (2)

Utilities 
Included (3) Units Year 

Built Occupancy Security 
Deposit (4)

1 Centennial Place Apartments 526 Techwood Drive NW Atlanta GA 30313 6, 9, 12 0.3 W, T, S N/A 1996 <90% $300

2 Alexander on Ponce 144 Ponce De Leon Ave NE Atlanta GA 30308 12 0.8 N/A 330 2003 96% $125

3 Post Biltmore 855 W Peachtree St NW Atlanta GA 30308 4, 12 0.9 W 276 2001 97% $100

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta 265 Ponce De Leon Ave NE Atlanta GA 30308 2 to 15 0.9 C 304 2002 95% 1 month's

5 M-Street Apartments 950 Marietta Street Atlanta GA 30318 6 to 14 0.9 N/A 308 2004 <90% $100

6 Post Renaissance 400 Central Park Pl NE Atlanta GA 30308 12 1.0 W 342 1993 <100% $100

7 100 Midtown 100 10th St NW Atlanta GA 30309 12 1.1 Flat Rate All 118 2005 N/P $300

8 Post Parkside 250 10th St NE Atlanta GA 30309 4 to 12 1.1 N/A 188 2000 96% $100

9 Tivoli Tenside 643 10th NW Atlanta GA 30318 6 to 12 1.1 N/A 291 2008 N/A $100

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments 800 West Marietta Street Atlanta GA 30318 12 1.3 I, C 368 2005 70% N/A

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station 450 16th St NW Atlanta GA 30363 12 1 3 H P S C T 281 2006 99% $20011 The Flats at Atlantic Station 450 16th St NW Atlanta GA 30363 12 1.3 H, P, S, C, T 281 2006 99% $200

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station 401 17th St NW Atlanta GA 30363 6 to 12 1.4 P 242 2006 96% $250

13 Gables 820 West 820 West Marietta St Atlanta GA 30318 12 to 18 1.4 N/A 248 2008 48% $100

14 1016 Lofts 1016 Howell Mill Road NW Atlanta GA 30318 2 to 12 1.4 P 265 2003 96% $100

15 Metro on 16th 470 16th St NW Atlanta GA 30363 3, 6, 9, 12 1.7 P, T 172 2007 100% N/A

16 Ford Factory Lofts 699 Ponce de Leon Avenue Atlanta GA 30308 6, 9, 12 1.9 N/A 124 1914 95% $450

17 Berkley Heights 1700 Northside Drive Atlanta GA 30318 6 to 12 2.2 W,S, T, E 182 2005 91% $300

18 Highland Ridge 499 Northside Circle NW Atlanta GA 30309 6, 12 2.3 N/A 219 1984 N/P $250

19 1660 Peachtree 1660 Peachtree Street Atlanta GA 30309 6 2.4 N/A 354 N/P 97% $125

20 Hartford Place Apartments 500 Northside Circle Atlanta GA 30309 6, 9, 12 2.6 N/A 351 1960 97% $200

21 Artist Square 23 Larkin Place Atlanta GA 30313 N/P 2.3 N/P 76 2008 N/P $1,000

22 Intown Lofts Northside Dr SW Atlanta GA 30313 N/P 2.2 N/P 143 N/P N/P $400

NOTES:
(1) Available lease terms are stated by the number of months for which a lease may be signed.
(2) Distance in miles from stated property to Georgia Tech's administrative building "Tech Tower" (information provided by Google Maps).
(3) Utilities that are included in the cost of rent.  Legend as follows: 
(4) Security Deposit states lowest deposit amount.
E= electricity; G= gas; HW = hot water; H = Heat; W= water; S= sewer; T= trash; C= cable; I= Hi-speed internet
N/A = Not Applicable
N/P = Not Provided
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No. Property Name Rent per Unit (1) Rent per Person 
(Private Bdrm) (2)

Rent per Person 
(Shared Bdrm) (3) Unit Size (SF) (4) Rent per SF (5)

1 Centennial Place Apartments $799 $799 $400 688 $1.16

2 Alexander on Ponce $977 $977 $489 842 $1.16

3 Post Biltmore $1,273 $1,273 $636 831 $1.53

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta $1,263 $1,263 $631 889 $1.42

5 M-Street Apartments $1,405 $1,405 $702 796 $1.76

6 Post Renaissance $949 $949 $475 653 $1.45

7 100 Midtown N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

8 Post Parkside $1,386 $1,386 $693 867 $1.60

9 Tivoli Tenside $945 $945 $473 695 $1.36

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station $1,258 $1,258 $629 858 $1.47

13 Gables 820 West $1,192 $1,192 $596 763 $1.56

14 1016 Lofts $1 183 $1 183 $591 946 $1 25

ONE-BEDROOM UNITS

14 1016 Lofts $1,183 $1,183 $591 946 $1.25

15 Metro on 16th $1,190 $1,190 $595 790 $1.51

16 Ford Factory Lofts $829 $829 $414 700 $1.18

17 Berkley Heights $1,339 $1,339 $670 737 $1.82

18 Highland Ridge $706 $706 $353 655 $1.08

19 1660 Peachtree $910 $910 $455 798 $1.14

20 Hartford Place Apartments $715 $715 $358 750 $0.95

21 Artist Square $1,244 $1,244 $622 882 $1.41

22 Intown Lofts $1,055 $1,055 $527 936 $1.13

Average (All Properties): $1,085 $1,085 $542 793 $1.37

Zip Code 30308 (n = 5) $1,058 $1,058 $529 783 $1.35

Zip Code 30309 (n = 5) $929 $929 $465 767 $1.19

Zip Code 30313 (n = 3) $1,033 $1,033 $516 835 $1.23

Zip Code 30318 (n = 6) $1,213 $1,213 $606 787 $1.55

Zip Code 30363 (n = 3) $1,224 $1,224 $612 824 $1.49

NOTES:
(1) Monthly rents are the average base rental rates of stated property's floor plans for particular unit type.
(2) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a private bedroom (i.e., single-occupancy)
(3) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a shared bedroom (i.e., double-occupancy)
(4) Unit sizes are the average square footages of stated property's floor plans for a particular unit type.
(5) Rent per unit divided by unit size
*O b d d f i l d di
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No. Property Name Rent per Unit (1) Rent per Person 
(Private Bdrm) (2)

Rent per Person 
(Shared Bdrm) (3) Unit Size (SF) (4) Rent per SF (5)

1 Centennial Place Apartments $1,167 $584 $292 1,058 $1.10

2 Alexander on Ponce $1,403 $702 $351 1,397 $1.00

3 Post Biltmore $1,610 $805 $403 1,190 $1.35

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta $1,639 $820 $410 1,248 $1.31

5 M-Street Apartments $1,803 $901 $451 1,110 $1.62

6 Post Renaissance $1,433 $717 $358 1,200 $1.19

7 100 Midtown $1,778 $889 $445 918 $1.94

8 Post Parkside $2,610 $1,305 $653 1,533 $1.70

9 Tivoli Tenside $1,325 $663 $331 855 $1.55

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments $1,550 $775 $388 934 $1.66

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station $1,788 $894 $447 867 $2.06

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station $1,697 $849 $424 1,251 $1.36

13 Gables 820 West $1,569 $785 $392 1,132 $1.39

14 1016 Lofts $1,547 $774 $387 1,328 $1.16

TWO-BEDROOM UNITS

$ , $ $ , $

15 Metro on 16th $1,450 $725 $363 993 $1.46

16 Ford Factory Lofts $1,138 $569 $284 1,100 $1.03

17 Berkley Heights $1,835 $918 $459 1,204 $1.52

18 Highland Ridge $864 $432 $216 1,000 $0.86

19 1660 Peachtree $1,312 $656 $328 1,215 $1.08

20 Hartford Place Apartments $945 $473 $236 1,175 $0.80

21 Artist Square $1,663 $831 $416 1,244 $1.34

22 Intown Lofts $1,251 $626 $313 1,134 $1.10

Average (All Properties): $1,517 $759 $379 1,140 $1.35

Zip Code 30308 (n = 5) $1,445 $722 $361 1,227 $1.18

Zip Code 30309 (n = 5) $1,502 $751 $375 1,168 $1.28

Zip Code 30313 (n = 3) $1,360 $680 $340 1,145 $1.18

Zip Code 30318 (n = 6) $1,605 $802 $401 1,094 $1.48

Zip Code 30363 (n = 3) $1,645 $822 $411 1,037 $1.63

NOTES:
(1) Monthly rents are the average base rental rates of stated property's floor plans for particular unit type.
(2) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a private bedroom (i.e., single-occupancy)
(3) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a shared bedroom (i.e., double-occupancy)
(4) Unit sizes are the average square footages of stated property's floor plans for a particular unit type.
(5) Rent per unit divided by unit size
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No. Property Name Rent per Unit (1) Rent per Person 
(Private Bdrm) (2)

Rent per Person 
(Shared Bdrm) (3) Unit Size (SF) (4) Rent per SF (5)

1 Centennial Place Apartments $1,645 $548 $274 1,391 $1.18

2 Alexander on Ponce N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 Post Biltmore N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta $2,020 $673 $337 1,604 $1.26

5 M-Street Apartments $2,278 $759 $380 1,296 $1.76

6 Post Renaissance N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

7 100 Midtown N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

8 Post Parkside N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

9 Tivoli Tenside $1,475 $492 $246 1,035 $1.43

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station $2,603 $868 $434 909 $2.86

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

13 Gables 820 West N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

14 1016 Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

THREE-BEDROOM UNITS

15 Metro on 16th N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

16 Ford Factory Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

17 Berkley Heights $1,475 $492 $246 1,362 $1.08

18 Highland Ridge N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

19 1660 Peachtree N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

20 Hartford Place Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

21 Artist Square N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

22 Intown Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Average (All Properties): $1,916 $639 $319 1,266 $1.60

Zip Code 30308 (n = 5) $2,020 $673 $337 1,604 $1.26

Zip Code 30309 (n = 5) -- -- -- -- --

Zip Code 30313 (n = 3) $1,645 $548 $274 1,391 $1.18

Zip Code 30318 (n = 6) $1,743 $581 $290 1,231 $1.42

Zip Code 30363 (n = 3) $2,603 $868 $434 909 $2.86

NOTES:
(1) Monthly rents are the average base rental rates of stated property's floor plans for particular unit type.
(2) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a private bedroom (i.e., single-occupancy)
(3) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a shared bedroom (i.e., double-occupancy)
(4) Unit sizes are the average square footages of stated property's floor plans for a particular unit type.
(5) Rent per unit divided by unit size
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No. Property Name Rent per Unit (1) Rent per Person 
(Private Bdrm) (2)

Rent per Person 
(Shared Bdrm) (3) Unit Size (SF) (4) Rent per SF (5)

1 Centennial Place Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

2 Alexander on Ponce N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 Post Biltmore N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

5 M-Street Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

6 Post Renaissance N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

7 100 Midtown $2,600 $650 $325 1,543 $1.69

8 Post Parkside N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

9 Tivoli Tenside $1,475 $369 $184 1,035 $1.43

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments $2,860 $715 $358 1,527 $1.87

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station $3,290 $823 $411 1,521 $2.16

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

13 Gables 820 West N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

14 1016 Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

FOUR-BEDROOM UNITS

15 Metro on 16th N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

16 Ford Factory Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

17 Berkley Heights N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

18 Highland Ridge N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

19 1660 Peachtree N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

20 Hartford Place Apartments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

21 Artist Square N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

22 Intown Lofts N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Average (All Properties): $2,556 $639 $320 1,406 $1.79

Zip Code 30308 (n = 5) -- -- -- -- --

Zip Code 30309 (n = 5) $2,600 $650 $325 1,543 $1.69

Zip Code 30313 (n = 3) -- -- -- -- --

Zip Code 30318 (n = 6) $2,168 $542 $271 1,281 $1.65

Zip Code 30363 (n = 3) $3,290 $823 $411 1,521 $2.16

NOTES:
(1) Monthly rents are the average base rental rates of stated property's floor plans for particular unit type.
(2) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a private bedroom (i.e., single-occupancy)
(3) Amount paid by each occupant of a bedroom--assuming it is a shared bedroom (i.e., double-occupancy)
(4) Unit sizes are the average square footages of stated property's floor plans for a particular unit type.
(5) Rent per unit divided by unit size
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1 Centennial Place Apartments X - X X X - - X - - - X X X - X X X X X

2 Alexander on Ponce X - X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X

3 Post Biltmore X - X X X - X X - - - X X X X - X X X X

4 Summit Midtown Atlanta X X - X X X - X - - X X X - - X - X X X

5 M-Street Apartments X - - X X - - X X X - X X X X X X X X X

6 Post Renaissance X - X X X - X X X - X X X X X X X X X X

7 100 Midtown X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X - - - X X

8 Post Parkside X - X X X X X X - - X X X X X - X X X X

9 Tivoli Tenside X - X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X

10 Metro Pointe Loft Apartments X X X X X X X X X X X - X X - X - - - X

11 The Flats at Atlantic Station X X X X X X X X X X X - X X - X - - - X

12 Icon City at Atlantic Station X X X - X X - X X X X - X X X X X X X X

13 Gables 820 West X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X

14 1016 Lofts X - X X X X - X X X X - X X X X X X X X

15 Metro on 16th X X X X X X - X X - X X X X X X X X X X

16 Ford Factory Lofts X - X X X X - - - - - X X - - - X X - X

17 Berkley Heights X - X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X

18 Highland Ridge X - - X - - - X - X X X X X - X X X X X

19 1660 Peachtree X - X X X X - X - - X - X X X X X X X X

20 Hartford Place Apartments X - - X - - - X X X X X X X - X X X X X

21 Artist Square X - X X X X - X X - - - X X - X X - X X

22 Intown Lofts X - X X X X - X - - - - X X - X X X X X

Total 22 7 18 21 20 16 8 20 14 11 16 13 22 20 13 18 18 18 19 22

Average by Zip Code

Zip Code 30308 (n = 5) 100% 20% 80% 100% 100% 60% 60% 80% 40% 0% 60% 100% 100% 60% 60% 60% 80% 100% 80% 100%

Zip Code 30309 (n = 5) 100% 20% 60% 100% 60% 60% 40% 100% 40% 60% 100% 60% 100% 100% 60% 60% 80% 80% 100% 100%

Zip Code 30313 (n = 3) 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 67% 0% 100% 33% 0% 0% 33% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 67% 100% 100%

Zip Code 30318 (n = 6) 100% 33% 83% 100% 100% 83% 33% 83% 100% 100% 83% 50% 100% 100% 83% 100% 83% 83% 83% 100%

Zip Code 30363 (n = 3) 100% 100% 100% 67% 100% 100% 33% 100% 100% 67% 100% 33% 100% 100% 67% 100% 67% 67% 67% 100%

NOTES:
Data collected via websites such as Rent.com, Move.com, Apartments.com, and phone interviews with property managers.
Some complexes that offer Garage / Covered Parking, Furnished Units, W/D in Unit, and Storage require a fee for usage.
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Unit Type High Low Average Rental 
Rate Per Unit

Average        
(Private Bedroom)

One-bedroom $1,405 $706 $1,085 $1,085

Two-bedroom $2,610 $864 $1,517 $759

Three-bedroom $2,603 $1,475 $1,916 $639

Four-bedroom $3,290 $1,475 $2,556 $639

Unit Type High Low Average Unit 
Square Feet

Average SF       
(Private Bedroom)

One-bedroom 946 653 793 793

Two-bedroom 1,533 855 1,140 570

Three-bedroom 2,576 909 1,266 422

Four-bedroom 1,543 1,035 1,406 352
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Zip Codes

Unit Type High Low Average
Avg per 
Person High Low Average

Avg per 
Person

30308

One-bedroom $1,273 $829 $1,058 $1,058 890 653 783 783

Two-bedroom $1,639 $1,138 $1,445 $722 1,398 1,100 1,227 613

Three-bedroom $2,260 $2,020 $2,020 $673 2,576 1,604 1,604 535

Four-bedroom N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

30309

One-bedroom $1,386 $706 $929 $929 655 867 767 767

Two-bedroom $2,610 $864 $1,502 $751 1,533 918 1,168 584

Three-bedroom N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Four-bedroom $2,600 $2,600 $2,600 $650 1,543 1,543 1,543 386

30313

One-bedroom $1,244 $799 $1,033 $1,033 936 688 835 835

Two-bedroom $1,663 $1,167 $1,360 $680 1,244 1,058 1,145 573

Three-bedroom $1,645 $1,645 $1,645 $548 1,391 1,391 1,391 464

Four-bedroom N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Square FootageRental Rates

Four-bedroom N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

30318

One-bedroom $1,405 $945 $1,213 $1,213 695 946 787 787

Two-bedroom $1,835 $1,325 $1,605 $802 1,328 855 1,094 547

Three-bedroom $2,278 $1,475 $1,743 $581 1,362 1,035 1,231 410

Four-bedroom $2,860 $1,475 $2,168 $542 1,527 1,035 1,281 320

30363

One-bedroom $1,258 $1,190 $1,224 $1,224 858 790 824 824

Two-bedroom $1,788 $1,450 $1,645 $822 1,251 867 1,037 518

Three-bedroom $2,603 $2,603 $2,603 $868 909 909 909 303

Four-bedroom $3,290 $3,290 $3,290 $823 1,521 1,521 1,521 380

Zip Code One-bedroom Two-bedroom
Three-

bedroom
Four-

bedroom

30308 $1.35 $0.59 $0.42 N/A

30309 $1.21 $0.64 N/A $0.42

30313 $1.24 $0.59 $0.39 N/A

30318 $1.54 $0.73 $0.47 $0.42

30363 $1.49 $0.79 $0.95 $0.54

Total Value Analysis
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Unit Type On-campus Off-campus Off-campus 
(Survey)

One-bedroom $1,037 $1,185 $785

Variance 14% -24%

Two-bedroom $787 $859 $641

Variance 9% -19%

Three-bedroom $703 $739 $553

Variance 5% -21%

Four-bedroom $703 $739 $668

Variance 5% -5%

Notes:
Rates are per person per month
A $100 utility cost is included to the rates of Off-campus
Survey Results only include participants who rent an apartment / condo
Variance compares rates to on-campus housing rates
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Peer & Competitor Benchmarking Analysis

Exhibit B1 - General Information

Room &
In-State Out-of-State Board In-State Out-of-State

Georgia Institute of Technology Public 18,742 $5,272 $21,386 $9,235 $14,507 $30,621 Atlanta, GA Urban

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University Private 10,493 $39,564 $39,564 $10,050 $49,614 $49,614 Pittsburgh, PA Urban

Cornell University Private 19,800 $34,781 $34,781 $11,190 $45,971 $45,971 Ithaca, NY Suburban

North Carolina State University Public 31,802 $5,286 $17,584 $7,892 $13,178 $25,476 Raleigh, NC Urban

Purdue University Public 39,102 $7,750 $23,224 $7,930 $15,680 $31,154 West Lafayette, IN Suburban

University of California - Berkeley Public 34,953 $8,932 $28,953 $14,494 $23,426 $43,447 Berkeley, CA Urban

University of California - Los Angeles Public 38,896 $7,038 $26,106 $12,420 $19,458 $38,526 Los Angeles, CA Urban

University of Florida Public 51,725 $3,778 $20,623 $7,150 $10,928 $27,773 Gainesville, FL Urban

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor Public 41,042 $11,739 $34,231 $8,590 $20,329 $42,821 Ann Arbor, MI Urban

University of Washington - Seattle Public 40,218 $6,802 $23,219 $7,488 $14,290 $30,707 Seattle, WA Urban

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Public 29,898 $7,397 $19,775 $5,106 $12,503 $24,881 Blacksburg, VA Suburban

AVERAGES: 33,793 $13,307 $26,806 $9,231 $22,538 $36,037

NOTES:
University statistics are approximate based on academic year 2007-08 as presented by the Princeton Review and the universities' common data set and website.
[1] Data collected from CDS were added using Required fees & Tuition for Undergrads (not First-year students)
[2] Total Cost of Attendance includes tuition, fees, and room & board.

SettingUniversity Affiliation Enrollment Tuition & Fees [1] Total Cost of Attendance [2] Location
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Exhibit B2 - Demographics

%Out-of- % Freshman % Students
%Male %Female %Full-time %Part-time State* Retained Commute

Georgia Institute of Technology 18,742 12,565 6,177 72% 28% 90% 10% 29% 92% 54%

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University 10,493 5,758 4,644 65% 35% 87% 13% 36% 95% 67%

Cornell University 19,800 13,510 5,375 53% 47% 100% 0% 62% 96% 63%

North Carolina State University 31,802 24,145 7,346 56% 44% 79% 21% 7% 89% 54%

Purdue University 39,102 31,186 6,952 66% 34% 91% 9% 27% 85% 70%

University of California - Berkeley 34,953 24,636 9,267 49% 51% 95% 5% 10% 97% 82%

University of California - Los Angeles 38,896 25,928 10,970 47% 53% 97% 3% 6% 97% 66%

University of Florida 51,725 35,189 12,201 47% 53% 87% 13% 4% 95% 78%

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 41,042 26,083 12,243 52% 48% 93% 7% 32% 96% 70%

University of Washington Seattle 40 218 28 570 9 845 48% 52% 84% 16% 13% 92% 64%

Graduate Gender Enrollment StatusUniversity Enrollment Undergraduate

University of Washington - Seattle 40,218 28,570 9,845 48% 52% 84% 16% 13% 92% 64%

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 29,898 23,041 6,496 58% 42% 90% 10% 25% 87% 70%

AVERAGES: 33,793 23,805 8,534 54% 46% 90% 10% 22% 93% 68%

NOTES:

%Out-of-State based on undergraduate students (also, students who live off campus is included in students who commute)

University statistics are approximate based on Academic Year 2007-08 as presented by the Princeton Review and the universities' own world wide web sites.
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Exhibit B3 - Admissions

Number Number Number Accepted/ Enrolled/
Applicants Admitted Enrolled Applicants Accepted

Georgia Institute of Technology 9,664 6,122 2,628 63% 43%

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University 22,356 6,259 1,416 28% 23%

Cornell University 30,383 6,503 3,055 21% 47%

North Carolina State University 16,437 9,869 4,791 60% 49%

Purdue University 25,929 20,429 6,755 79% 33%

University of California - Berkeley 44,149 10,287 4,225 23% 41%

University of California - Los Angeles 50,755 11,963 4,564 24% 38%

University of Florida 24,126 10,158 6,441 42% 63%

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 27,024 13,826 5,992 51% 43%

University of Washington - Seattle 17,877 11,568 5,338 65% 46%

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 19,429 13,031 5,122 67% 39%

AVERAGES: 27,847 11,389 4,770 46% 42%

NOTES:
University statistics are approximate based on Academic Year 2007-08 as presented by the Princeton Review and the universities' own world wide 
web sites.

University
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Exhibit B4 - Housing Program

Housing # % of total % of total Number Number Fresh. Years
Capacity Residents enrolled that enrolled that Trad. Suite Studio / 1 2 / more Require- Guaranteed

Fall '07 can be housed is housed Beds Beds Bdrm Bdrm ment

Georgia Institute of Technology 8,540 8,540 46% 46% 100% 2869 739 - 4932 - 0

Peer Universities
Carnegie Mellon University 3,446 3,446 33% 33% 100% 958 1,027 179 607 X 1

Cornell University 7,401 6,970 37% 35% 94% 4,371 307 N/A N/A - 0

North Carolina State University 8,173 8,173 46% 46% 100% 2,165 4,389 1,208 411 - 0

Purdue University 11,557 11,503 30% 29% 99% 8,174 1,262 1,300 821 - 0

University of California - Berkeley 6,166 6,095 18% 17% 99% 5,735 N/A 131 124 - 2

University of California - Los Angeles 13,480 13,480 34% 34% 100% 4,100 4,700 1,315 1,691 - 2

University of Florida 9,400 9,400 22% 22% 100% 4,164 1,489 1,644 1,849 - 1

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 12,097 11,386 30% 28% 99% 8,383 1,150 305 1,193 - 4

University
# of Apt. UnitsOcc. Rate  

Fall '07

University of Washington - Seattle 4,702 4,647 36% 36% 99% 4,106 541 316 663 X 0

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 9,116 9,198 30% 30% 101% 7,090 2,026 N/A N/A X 1

AVERAGES: 8,554 8,430 25% 31% 99% 4,925 1,877 800 920 3 1

NOTES:
Berkeley does not track Housing Capacity or Total Number of Residents

Virginia Tech does not have apartment units 

Georgia Institute of Techology - 262 traditional beds are currently off-line but included in tradiational bed count
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Exhibit B5 - On-Campus Housing Types

Freshmen Sophomores Juniors Seniors Graduates Freshman Sophomores Junior Senior Graduate

Georgia Institute of Technology 2,660 2,114 1,358 903 491 84% 76% 49% 25% 8%

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University 1,462 902 656 417 N/A 42% 26% 19% 12% N/A

Cornell University N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

North Carolina State University 4,005 2,451 981 654 82 49% 30% 12% 8% 1%

Purdue University 6,397 2,755 796 521 1,027 55% 24% 7% 5% 9%

University of California - Berkeley 4,337 N/A N/A N/A 813 71% N/A N/A N/A 13%

University of California - Los Angeles 4,550 3,250 1,500 1,134 3,050 34% 24% 11% 8% 23%

University of Florida 5,828 1,974 1,034 564 94 62% 21% 11% 5% 1%

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 6,049 2,661 1,089 726 1,572 51% 22% 9% 6% 12%

University of Washington - Seattle N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Percent of Each Class Living On CampusStudents Living on Campus by ClassUniversity

University of Washington - Seattle N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 5,335 1,932 1,012 736 184 58% 21% 11% 8% 2%

AVERAGES: 4,745 2,275 1,010 679 975 53% 24% 11% 7% 9%

NOTES:

Berkeley does not distuinguish by class after Freshmen year (thus, 1,134 is for continuing students and 624 is for Transfers)

UWS does not keep track of this statistic or Classes living on campus
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Exhibit B6 - On-Campus Housing Price Options

University Traditional Suite
Under-

graduate 
Apartment

Family / 
Graduate 

Apartment

Total 
Number of 

Options

Georgia Institute of Technology 3 1 1 4 9

Peer Universities
Carnegie Mellon University 8 2 10 10 30

Cornell University 30 N/A N/A 3 30

North Carolina State University 5 N/A 4 6 15

Purdue University 13 1 2 1 17

University of California - Berkeley 7 3 2 4 16

University of California - Los Angeles 13 2 7 1 23

University of Florida 12 3 3 5 23

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 16 6 2 4 28

University of Washington - Seattle 22 N/A 3 6 31

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 21 5 N/A N/A 26

AVERAGES: 15 3 4 4 24

Notes:
Virginia Tech only offers Suites/Halls for Grad/Family studentsl 
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Exhibit B7 - Housing Costs

Single Double
1BR / 
1BA    

(double)

2BR / 
1BA   

(double)

2BR / 
1BA

2BR / 
2BA

3BR / 
1BA

4BR / 
1BA

4BR / 
2BA

6BR / 
2BA

1BR / 
1BA

2BR / 
1BA

Georgia Institute of Technology N/A $4,530 $4,726 $4,376 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $6,326 $9,333 $10,863

Peer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University $6,865 $5,936 $6,560 $6,620 $7,270 $6,620 $7,280 N/A N/A N/A $7,280 N/A

Cornell University $7,860 $6,950 N/A N/A $5,604 $5,604 $5,604 N/A N/A N/A $5,604 $5,604

North Carolina State University $4,630 $4,150 $4,150 $4,320 $4,960 $4,960 N/A N/A N/A N/A $4,960 $4,960

Purdue University $6,042 $3,376 $4,676 $4,676 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $4,950 $5,828

University of California - Berkeley $15,536 $14,172 $14,995 $14,995 $10,995 $10,995 $10,995 N/A N/A N/A $12,843 $10,755

University of California - Los Angeles $9,872 $8,456 $9,513 $9,273 $13,167 $13,167 $8,778 N/A N/A N/A N/A $12,060

University of Florida $4,550 $4,294 $4,570 $4,370 N/A N/A N/A $4,794 $5,220 N/A $9,000 $9,450

Traditional Units Suites Single Apartments Family & Graduate 1

University

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor $7,854 $7,610 $5,012 $6,647 $6,500 $6,500 $9,030 $8,392 $8,392 N/A $8,350 $6,500

University of Washington - Seattle $5,308 $4,652 N/A N/A $6,480 $7,650 $10,125 $8,820 N/A N/A $5,085 $6,255

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University $4,851 $3,474 $4,116 $3,760 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

AVERAGE: $5,729 $4,690 $4,814 $4,749 $7,854 $7,928 $8,635 $7,335 $6,806 N/A $7,259 $7,677

VARIANCE: N/A -4% -2% -9% -24% -25% -37% -16% -8% N/A 22% 29%

NOTES:
Rates cited are per person per semester for the 2008-09 year.
1  Monthly rates

UC Berkeley, UCLA, and Univ. of Michigan combine the Room/Board; therefore its traditional and suite rates are not factored in when calculating the mean, as its residents require a meal plan.
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Exhibit B8 - Amenities 
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Georgia Institute of Technology X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Peer Universities
Carnegie Mellon University X X X X X - X X X X X - X X - X X X X
Cornell University X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
North Carolina State University X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Purdue University X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
University of California - Berkeley X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X
University of California - Los Angeles X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
University of Florida X X X X X - X X X X X X X - X X X X X
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X
University of Washington - Seattle X X X X X - X X X X X - X - X X X X X
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X

TOTAL: 10 10 10 10 10 3 10 10 10 10 10 6 10 8 9 10 10 10 10

NOTES:
Information sourced from University's own websites and interviews with housing staff.  Amenities may not be offered campus-wide.

1 Staff presence at a front desk 24 hours a day during school year.
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Exhibit B9 - Affinity Housing
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Georgia Institute of Technology - X X X ‐ ‐ X ‐ ‐ X ‐ ‐ X X X X X X

Peer UniversitiesPeer Universities

Carnegie Mellon University - X X X X X - - X X X X X - X X X -
Cornell University - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
North Carolina State University - X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
Purdue University - X - X X X - - - X - X - X X X X X
University of California - Berkeley - X - X X X X - - X X X X X X X X X
University of California - Los Angeles - X - X X X X - - X X X X X X X X X
University of Florida - X X X X X X - X X - X X X X X X X
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor - X X X X X X - - X X - X X - X X X
University of Washington - Seattle - X X X X X X - - X X X X X X X X X
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

TOTAL: 0 10 7 10 10 10 8 2 5 10 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 9

NOTES:

1 Housing with specific resources and programming, such as tutoring centers, for first-year students. 
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Exhibit B10 - Residence Life Policies

Peer Universities Renovation, Construction, Demolition Plans Alcohol Policy Visitation Policy Programming Philosophy

Georgia Institute of Technology TBD
Alcohol is okay for 21+ residents and only if in private 

(room, suite, apartment, etc.)
Guests okay, but with approval of roommate

"Residence Life is committed to providing a comfortable 
environment that promotes growth and development of 
residents and supports the educational mission of the 
Institute. Great effort is undertaken to provide students 
with a variety of alternatives and choices. "

Carnegie Mellon University
"Henderson House underwent a $3.9 million renovation 
that resulted in a LEED Silver certification for its energy 

efficiency and commitment to sustainability. " (2007)

All buildings except for two are smoke-free, but only one 
hall is designated as substance free (includes alcohol)

No overnight guests
"Housing and Dining Services is committed to providing 

quality accommodations and food service for the 
Carnegie Mellon community"

Cornell University
Recent renovations to a couple of halls and recent 

construction will include opening of House 5 and William 
Keeton House Fall 08

Acceptable if 21+ years, not among underage students 
and not in residence hall common areas

Guests may not stay any more than 3 consecutive nights 
in a given week

"By providing a safe, diverse, purposeful, living and 
learning environment, we support student involvement 

and active citizenship."

North Carolina State University
(2006) Construction of New Honors Village Commons, 

multi-million dollar renovation of Quad (inlcudes 3 halls), 
and other smaller renovations throughout.

Okay to use in their room if they are 21 or older, but no 
where else on campus is it allowed.

Overnight guests okay, but residents hold full 
responsibility of their actions while at the residence hall

"Create dynamic residential communities that embrace 
diversity. Have opportunities for leadership, self-

governance and civic engagement.  Experience living 
and learning in a technology-rich environment."

Purdue University
$41.7 million new residence hall being built.  Construction 

started in Jun 07 and will be completed in Aug 09
Alcohol is prohibited

No more than 3 consecutive nights for overnight guests is 
allowed

"We strive everyday to provide the best facilities, 
programs, and services to our students, families, and 

campus guests."

University of California - Berkeley
Clark Kerr Campus (contains halls and suites) is under 

construction currently
Persons aged 21 and over may possess alcohol in a 

private residential room with the door closed
Having overnight guests without the approval of your 

roommate(s) is prohibited

"...offers a unique environment conducive to leadership 
development and personal growth for students who live y y

construction currently. private residential room with the door closed roommate(s) is prohibited
p p g

on–campus."

University of California - Los Angeles
Rieber Hall Residence and Dining hall renovations 

(update as of Jun 2008) and the addition of over 1,500 
beds

Alcohol is prohibited
Residents may accommodate overnight guests pending 

prior arrangements with their roommate(s).
"Our mission is to support a safe and inclusive living-

learning community."

University of Florida
Recent renovations to a few halls but no new 

construction

"Persons 21 years of age or older may consume alcoholic 
beverages in the following places only: in their own room, 
in a room with an assigned occupant also 21 years of age 

or older, or in floor lounges."

Must conform to visitation hours of each residence 
hall/floor, which may vary

An environment of academic success, technologies that 
enhance learning, diverse environment, supportive and 

friendly service, educational and social programming, etc.

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
Suite-style beds are being planned for 2010, 

approximately 460 beds
30% of housing/halls are designated as substance-free Guests okay, but up to only 4 weeks per 6 month period

"to create and sustain diverse learning-centered 
residential communities that further the goals of the 

University"

University of Washington - Seattle Residence hall upgrades were recently approved (3 halls)
Alcohol is okay for 21+ residents and if not in public 

(common areas, balconies, outdoors, etc.)
Maximum of a 3-day stay within a one week period

"The mission of HFS is "Working Together to Enhance 
Student Life," and  each area of the Department 

contributes to this mission."

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Newly upgraded facilities (HVAC) and recent renovations 

of some of the halls
Alcohol is okay for 21+ residents and if not in public 

(common areas, balconies, outdoors, etc.)
No overnight guests of the opposite sex

"We strive to maintain an environment that will be a 
perfect complement to your academic experience."
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Georgia Institute of Technology Fall 2008 Housing Master Plan
Description:
Date Created: 9/16/2008 4:12:30 PM
Date Range: 10/3/2008 11:00:00 AM - 10/10/2008 12:00:00 PM
Total Respondents: 2507

Q1. Do you live on campus or off campus? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1881 75.12% On campus

623 24.88% Off campus

2504 Respondents

Q2. Are you currently living within a Georgia Tech Greek organization chapter house?

Count Percent

96 3.85% Yes

2400 96.15% No

2496 Respondents

Q3. How important was the availability of on-campus housing in your decision to attend Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

879 35.16% Very important

783 31.32% Important

442 17.68% Somewhat unimportant

396 15.84% Not at all important

2500 Respondents

Q4. Compared to other institutions' housing that you are familiar with, how would you rate your impression of Georgia Tech's on-campus housing?
SELECT ONE

Count Percent

186 7.45% Very satisfactory

1447 58.00% Satisfactory

376 15.07% Unsatisfactory

109 4.37% Very unsatisfactory

377 15.11% N/A - Not familiar with any other institutions' housing.

2495 Respondents

Q5. How important is a sense of community in your college experience? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1002 40.18% Very important

1023 41.02% Important

393 15.76% Somewhat unimportant

76 3.05% Not at all important

2494 Respondents



Q6. In your opinion, how successful is Georgia Tech Housing in creating a sense of community? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

234 9.36% Very successful

1061 42.46% Successful

821 32.85% Somewhat unsuccessful

151 6.04% Not at all successful

232 9.28% I do not know

2499 Respondents

Q7. Which years have you lived in on-campus residence halls / apartments at Georgia Tech? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1799 71.87% 41.20% Freshman year

1107 44.23% 25.36% 2nd year

621 24.81% 14.22% 3rd year

289 11.55% 6.62% 4th year and beyond

242 9.67% 5.54% Graduate

308 12.31% 7.05% None

2503 Respondents

4366 Responses

Q8. How convenient do you consider the Stinger Bus Service (on-campus shuttle bus)?

Count Percent

534 21.39% Very convenient

1325 53.08% Convenient

506 20.27% Inconvenient

131 5.25% Very inconvenient

2496 Respondents



Q9. Please indicate where you have lived while a student at Georgia Tech: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

171 7.99% 4.38% Graduate Apartments - Graduate Living Center

74 3.46% 1.90% Graduate Apartments - Crecine Floors 1-3 (formally
Hemphill Avenue)

55 2.57% 1.41% Graduate Apartments - Tenth and Home

153 7.15% 3.92% Undergraduate Apartments - Center Street

54 2.52% 1.38% Undergraduate Apartments - Crecine Floors 4-5 (formally
Hemphill Avenue)

159 7.43% 4.07% Undergraduate Apartments - Eighth Street

72 3.36% 1.84% Undergraduate Apartments - Maulding

540 25.23% 13.84% Undergraduate Apartments - North Avenue

96 4.49% 2.46% Undergraduate Apartments - Sixth Street

180 8.41% 4.61% Undergraduate Apartments - Undergraduate Living Center

43 2.01% 1.10% Suites - Fourth Street

39 1.82% 1.00% Suites - Harris

309 14.44% 7.92% Suites - Woodruff

86 4.02% 2.20% Traditional - Armstrong

78 3.64% 2.00% Traditional - Brown

148 6.92% 3.79% Traditional - Caldwell

120 5.61% 3.07% Traditional - Cloudman

62 2.90% 1.59% Traditional - Field

140 6.54% 3.59% Traditional - Fitten

132 6.17% 3.38% Traditional - Folk

87 4.07% 2.23% Traditional - Freeman

215 10.05% 5.51% Traditional - Glenn

59 2.76% 1.51% Traditional - Hanson

88 4.11% 2.25% Traditional - Harrison

56 2.62% 1.43% Traditional - Hefner

57 2.66% 1.46% Traditional - Hopkins

64 2.99% 1.64% Traditional - Howell

74 3.46% 1.90% Traditional - Matheson

86 4.02% 2.20% Traditional - Montag

63 2.94% 1.61% Traditional - Perry

188 8.79% 4.82% Traditional - Smith

155 7.24% 3.97% Traditional - Towers

2140 Respondents

3903 Responses



Q10. Please indicate which statements below describe your experience in Georgia Tech housing: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1463 67.95% 12.10% Allowed me to live with Georgia Tech friends

1206 56.01% 9.98% Enhanced my overall experience at Georgia Tech

798 37.06% 6.60% Had a positive influence on my academic performance

1432 66.51% 11.85% Helped me acclimate to life at Georgia Tech

955 44.36% 7.90% Helped me learn about people different from me

1592 73.94% 13.17% Introduced me to new friends

969 45.01% 8.02% Provided me with a sense of community

1470 68.28% 12.16% Provided me with a safe, secure environment

350 16.26% 2.90% Provided me with leadership opportunities

1744 81.00% 14.43% Was a convenient living option

13 0.60% 0.11% Not applicable / I have never lived on campus

96 4.46% 0.79% I did not enjoy / did not value my residence hall experience
(please specify)

2153 Respondents

12088 Responses

Q11. How important do you consider living-learning communities to a student's overall residential experience at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

422 20.82% Very important

977 48.20% Important

497 24.52% Somewhat unimportant

131 6.46% Not at all important

2027 Respondents

Q12. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Academic
Pursuits (honors, business, arts, etc.)

Count Percent

487 24.01% Very interested

768 37.87% Interested

447 22.04% Somewhat uninterested

326 16.07% Uninterested

2028 Respondents

Q13. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Class
Communities (freshman community, sophomore community, etc.)

Count Percent

311 15.37% Very interested

793 39.20% Interested

525 25.95% Somewhat uninterested

394 19.48% Uninterested

2023 Respondents



Q14. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY -
Community Service Communities (service, environment / sustainability, etc.)

Count Percent

224 11.07% Very interested

644 31.82% Interested

633 31.27% Somewhat uninterested

523 25.84% Uninterested

2024 Respondents

Q15. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Cultural
Communities (foreign language immersion, international students, etc.)

Count Percent

277 13.72% Very interested

599 29.67% Interested

550 27.24% Somewhat uninterested

593 29.37% Uninterested

2019 Respondents

Q16. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Lifestyle
Communities (healthy living, 24 hour quiet hours, etc.)

Count Percent

302 14.94% Very interested

679 33.60% Interested

535 26.47% Somewhat uninterested

505 24.99% Uninterested

2021 Respondents

Q17. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY -
Recreational Pursuits (outdoor living, intramurals, basketball, etc.)

Count Percent

461 22.82% Very interested

753 37.28% Interested

437 21.63% Somewhat uninterested

369 18.27% Uninterested

2020 Respondents

Q18. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Social
Pursuits (leadership, fraternity/sorority affiliations, etc.)

Count Percent

412 20.34% Very interested

614 30.31% Interested

541 26.70% Somewhat uninterested

459 22.66% Uninterested

2026 Respondents



Q19. What support spaces would you like to see in a living-learning community? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

657 33.05% 5.39% Arts and crafts room (painting, drawing, photography,
ceramics, woodshop, etc.)

588 29.58% 4.82% Classroom space

1017 51.16% 8.34% Community kitchens / community dining facilities

1297 65.24% 10.64% Computer labs

194 9.76% 1.59% Faculty offices

1375 69.16% 11.28% Group study rooms (for small group study)

668 33.60% 5.48% Library space

239 12.02% 1.96% Live-in faculty

1333 67.05% 10.93% Multipurpose rooms (for fitness or social gathering activities)

1176 59.15% 9.64% Outdoor recreational space (blacktop basketball court, sand
volleyball, etc.)

1259 63.33% 10.33% Outdoor socialization spaces (bbq pits, gazeboes, benches,
picnic tables, etc.)

1197 60.21% 9.82% Quiet study rooms (for personal study)

236 11.87% 1.94% Science labs

885 44.52% 7.26% Small scale theater space or outdoor amphitheater (i.e.
black box theater)

72 3.62% 0.59% Other (please specify)

1988 Respondents

12193 Responses

Q20. Which class year(s) would you be, or would you have been, interested in living in a living-learning community? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1263 62.77% 27.01% Freshman year

1187 59.00% 25.38% 2nd year

932 46.32% 19.93% 3rd year

739 36.73% 15.80% 4th year and beyond

370 18.39% 7.91% Graduate

185 9.19% 3.96% None

2012 Respondents

4676 Responses

Q21. How would you describe your current living conditions? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

388 23.19% Very satisfactory

1071 64.02% Satisfactory

158 9.44% Unsatisfactory

56 3.35% Very unsatisfactory

1673 Respondents



Q22. Where do you currently live? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

86 5.28% Graduate Apartments - Graduate Living Center

47 2.89% Graduate Apartments - Crecine Floors 1-3 (formally Hemphill Avenue)

23 1.41% Graduate Apartments - Tenth and Home

71 4.36% Undergraduate Apartments - Center Street

21 1.29% Undergraduate Apartments - Crecine Floors 4-5 (formally Hemphill Avenue)

102 6.27% Undergraduate Apartments - Eighth Street

34 2.09% Undergraduate Apartments - Maulding

409 25.12% Undergraduate Apartments - North Avenue

48 2.95% Undergraduate Apartments - Sixth Street

84 5.16% Undergraduate Apartments - Undergraduate Living Center

23 1.41% Suites - Fourth Street

17 1.04% Suites - Harris

102 6.27% Suites - Woodruff

30 1.84% Traditional - Armstrong

22 1.35% Traditional - Brown

32 1.97% Traditional - Caldwell

41 2.52% Traditional - Cloudman

30 1.84% Traditional - Field

36 2.21% Traditional - Fitten

35 2.15% Traditional - Folk

22 1.35% Traditional - Freeman

64 3.93% Traditional - Glenn

20 1.23% Traditional - Hanson

25 1.54% Traditional - Hefner

27 1.66% Traditional - Hopkins

31 1.90% Traditional - Matheson

21 1.29% Traditional - Montag

22 1.35% Traditional - Perry

56 3.44% Traditional - Smith

47 2.89% Traditional - Towers

1628 Respondents

Q23. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to become
involved in campus and housing communities (including programs, organizations, etc.)

Count Percent

248 15.06% Very important

567 34.43% Important

431 26.17% Somewhat unimportant

401 24.35% Not at all important

1647 Respondents



Q24. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to stay
during breaks

Count Percent

342 20.71% Very important

536 32.47% Important

354 21.44% Somewhat unimportant

419 25.38% Not at all important

1651 Respondents

Q25. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to
resources and information

Count Percent

378 22.96% Very important

668 40.58% Important

337 20.47% Somewhat unimportant

263 15.98% Not at all important

1646 Respondents

Q26. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
educational and leadership opportunities

Count Percent

215 13.04% Very important

522 31.66% Important

519 31.47% Somewhat unimportant

393 23.83% Not at all important

1649 Respondents

Q27. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to trained
residence life staff

Count Percent

175 10.63% Very important

452 27.46% Important

509 30.92% Somewhat unimportant

510 30.98% Not at all important

1646 Respondents

Q28. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
residence life programs

Count Percent

149 9.12% Very important

487 29.82% Important

530 32.46% Somewhat unimportant

467 28.60% Not at all important

1633 Respondents



Q29. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
high-speed Internet access

Count Percent

1103 66.85% Very important

402 24.36% Important

78 4.73% Somewhat unimportant

67 4.06% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q30. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of a
quiet place to study

Count Percent

747 45.27% Very important

613 37.15% Important

180 10.91% Somewhat unimportant

110 6.67% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q31. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Less restrictive
rules and supervision

Count Percent

517 31.45% Very important

637 38.75% Important

308 18.73% Somewhat unimportant

182 11.07% Not at all important

1644 Respondents

Q32. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Maintenance and
custodial services / general condition of building

Count Percent

778 47.18% Very important

656 39.78% Important

135 8.19% Somewhat unimportant

80 4.85% Not at all important

1649 Respondents

Q33. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private bathroom

Count Percent

619 37.38% Very important

504 30.43% Important

312 18.84% Somewhat unimportant

221 13.35% Not at all important

1656 Respondents



Q34. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private living room
space

Count Percent

634 38.31% Very important

509 30.76% Important

308 18.61% Somewhat unimportant

204 12.33% Not at all important

1655 Respondents

Q35. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
campus activities

Count Percent

814 49.21% Very important

605 36.58% Important

169 10.22% Somewhat unimportant

66 3.99% Not at all important

1654 Respondents

Q36. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
classes

Count Percent

834 50.42% Very important

621 37.55% Important

148 8.95% Somewhat unimportant

51 3.08% Not at all important

1654 Respondents

Q37. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to friends

Count Percent

810 49.09% Very important

563 34.12% Important

161 9.76% Somewhat unimportant

116 7.03% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q38. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or
availability of, childcare

Count Percent

25 1.52% Very important

79 4.80% Important

103 6.26% Somewhat unimportant

1439 87.42% Not at all important

1646 Respondents



Q39. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or
availability of, open space / green space

Count Percent

250 15.13% Very important

639 38.68% Important

439 26.57% Somewhat unimportant

324 19.61% Not at all important

1652 Respondents

Q40. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or
availability of, parking

Count Percent

342 20.66% Very important

416 25.14% Important

261 15.77% Somewhat unimportant

636 38.43% Not at all important

1655 Respondents

Q41. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
recreation

Count Percent

457 27.60% Very important

725 43.78% Important

319 19.26% Somewhat unimportant

155 9.36% Not at all important

1656 Respondents

Q42. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to work

Count Percent

232 14.04% Very important

367 22.22% Important

271 16.40% Somewhat unimportant

782 47.34% Not at all important

1652 Respondents

Q43. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Safety / security

Count Percent

668 40.36% Very important

696 42.05% Important

180 10.88% Somewhat unimportant

111 6.71% Not at all important

1655 Respondents



Q44. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Single room

Count Percent

668 40.39% Very important

417 25.21% Important

266 16.08% Somewhat unimportant

303 18.32% Not at all important

1654 Respondents

Q45. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Sufficient outside of
unit living space (lounges, study rooms, etc.)

Count Percent

342 20.73% Very important

725 43.94% Important

403 24.42% Somewhat unimportant

180 10.91% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q46. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Total cost of rent
and utilities

Count Percent

638 38.67% Very important

608 36.85% Important

281 17.03% Somewhat unimportant

123 7.45% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q47. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Variety and
availability of different types of housing (e.g., apartments, suites, etc.)

Count Percent

368 22.30% Very important

647 39.21% Important

382 23.15% Somewhat unimportant

253 15.33% Not at all important

1650 Respondents

Q48. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in
my residence hall / building

Count Percent

562 33.98% Very important

624 37.73% Important

277 16.75% Somewhat unimportant

191 11.55% Not at all important

1654 Respondents



Q49. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in
my residence hall / apartment unit

Count Percent

408 24.74% Very important

493 29.90% Important

349 21.16% Somewhat unimportant

399 24.20% Not at all important

1649 Respondents

Q50. With whom do you currently live off campus? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

82 13.55% I live alone

305 50.41% With other Georgia Tech student(s)

71 11.74% With roommate(s) who are not students at Georgia Tech

34 5.62% With my parent(s) or other relative(s)

113 18.68% With my spouse/partner and/or children

605 Respondents

Q51. Please indicate from the list below the reasons you have chosen to live off-campus with your parents or other relatives: SELECT ALL THAT
APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

29 85.29% 59.18% Affordability

7 20.59% 14.29% Convenient access to my job

1 2.94% 2.04% I tried, but was not able to secure housing at Georgia Tech

7 20.59% 14.29% My parents preferred that I live with them rather than
Georgia Tech housing

5 14.71% 10.20% Other (please specify)

34 Respondents

49 Responses



Q52. If you rent a house or apartment, what is the name of the complex or neighborhood? SELECT ONE

Count Respondent % Response %

11 2.17% 2.13% 100 Midtown

1 0.20% 0.19% 1016 Lofts

3 0.59% 0.58% 1660 Peachtree

7 1.38% 1.36% Alexander on Ponce

1 0.20% 0.19% Artist Square

8 1.58% 1.55% Berkley Heights

25 4.94% 4.84% Centennial Place Apartments

1 0.20% 0.19% Ford Factory Lofts

1 0.20% 0.19% Gables 820 West

6 1.19% 1.16% Hartford Place Apartments

4 0.79% 0.78% Highland Ridge

92 18.18% 17.83% Home Park Neighborhood

4 0.79% 0.78% Icon City at Atlantic Station

0 0.00% 0.00% Intown Lofts

13 2.57% 2.52% Metro on 16th

1 0.20% 0.19% Metro Pointe Loft Apartments

14 2.77% 2.71% M-Street Apartments

11 2.17% 2.13% Post Biltmore

0 0.00% 0.00% Post Parkside

7 1.38% 1.36% Post Renaissance

0 0.00% 0.00% Summit Midtown Atlanta

3 0.59% 0.58% The Flats at Atlantic Station

0 0.00% 0.00% Tivoli Tenside

303 59.88% 58.72% Other (please specify)

506 Respondents

516 Responses

Q53. How satisfied are you with your current living conditions? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

258 46.49% Very satisfied

253 45.59% Satisfied

41 7.39% Unsatisfied

3 0.54% Very unsatisfied

555 Respondents



Q54. Which type of unit do you live in? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

300 53.67% Apartment/condo (rented)

38 6.80% Apartment/condo (owned)

36 6.44% Duplex (rented)

1 0.18% Duplex (owned)

123 22.00% House (rented)

52 9.30% House (owned)

9 1.61% Other (please specify)

559 Respondents

Q55. How many bedrooms are there in the unit where you currently live? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

19 3.41% 1 room / studio

83 14.90% 1 bedroom

231 41.47% 2 bedrooms

125 22.44% 3 bedrooms

99 17.77% 4 or more bedrooms

557 Respondents

Q56. With how many people do you share your cost of rent? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

114 20.47% No other people

188 33.75% 1

92 16.52% 2

72 12.93% 3

45 8.08% 4

46 8.26% 5 or more

557 Respondents

Q57. What is your PERSONAL share of monthly RENT, EXCLUDING UTILITIES? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1 0.18% $0 - $99

3 0.54% $100 - $199

24 4.31% $200 - $299

77 13.82% $300 - $399

124 22.26% $400 - $499

116 20.83% $500 - $599

57 10.23% $600 - $699

44 7.90% $700 - $799

72 12.93% $800 or more

5 0.90% I don't know

34 6.10% N/A - I do not pay rent

557 Respondents



Q58. Which of the following utilities do you currently pay for, in addition to your rent? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

345 62.05% 14.02% Cable/Satellite television

483 86.87% 19.63% Electric

324 58.27% 13.17% Gas

463 83.27% 18.82% Internet

228 41.01% 9.27% Sewer

212 38.13% 8.62% Trash

363 65.29% 14.76% Water

5 0.90% 0.20% I do not know

37 6.65% 1.50% N/A - I do not pay utilities

556 Respondents

2460 Responses

Q59. How much is your average PERSONAL monthly cost for the UTILITIES that you selected in the previous question? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

19 3.41% $0 - $24

38 6.81% $25 - $49

77 13.80% $50 - $74

114 20.43% $75 - $99

105 18.82% $100 - $124

49 8.78% $125 - $149

32 5.73% $150 - $174

24 4.30% $175 - $199

50 8.96% $200 or more

17 3.05% I don't know

33 5.91% N/A - I do not pay utilities

558 Respondents

Q60. How long is your current lease? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

337 62.76% 12 months

56 10.43% Academic year / 9 months

40 7.45% Month-to-month

104 19.37% Other (please specify)

537 Respondents



Q61. What is your primary means of transportation to campus? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

164 27.84% Walk / skateboard / rollerblade

182 30.90% Drive alone

46 7.81% Drive a carpool

42 7.13% Ride in a car

66 11.21% Bicycle / motorcycle

70 11.88% Public Transportation

19 3.23% Other (please specify)

589 Respondents

Q62. How long is your typical commute to campus? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

13 2.20% I live on campus

89 15.08% Less than 5 minutes

144 24.41% 5 to 10 minutes

183 31.02% 11 to 20 minutes

74 12.54% 21 to 30 minutes

35 5.93% 31 to 40 minutes

52 8.81% More than 40 minutes

590 Respondents

Q63. What is your local (academic year) ZIP code? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

62 10.54% 30308

61 10.37% 30309

36 6.12% 30313

166 28.23% 30318

11 1.87% 30332 (campus)

23 3.91% 30363

5 0.85% I do not know

224 38.10% Other

588 Respondents

Q64. How convenient do you consider your current living conditions, in terms of getting to class? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

187 31.86% Very convenient

291 49.57% Convenient

84 14.31% Inconvenient

25 4.26% Very inconvenient

587 Respondents



Q65. How convenient do you consider your current living conditions, in terms of other on-campus commitments (club meetings, study groups, etc.)?
SELECT ONE

Count Percent

119 20.24% Very convenient

268 45.58% Convenient

116 19.73% Inconvenient

45 7.65% Very inconvenient

40 6.80% Not applicable; I have no other on-campus commitments

588 Respondents

Q66. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to stay
during breaks

Count Percent

218 37.46% Very important

157 26.98% Important

79 13.57% Somewhat unimportant

128 21.99% Not at all important

582 Respondents

Q67. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to
resources and information

Count Percent

124 21.45% Very important

188 32.53% Important

106 18.34% Somewhat unimportant

160 27.68% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q68. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
educational and leadership opportunities

Count Percent

50 8.65% Very important

109 18.86% Important

121 20.93% Somewhat unimportant

298 51.56% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q69. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to trained
residence life staff

Count Percent

14 2.42% Very important

54 9.34% Important

114 19.72% Somewhat unimportant

396 68.51% Not at all important

578 Respondents



Q70. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
residence life programs

Count Percent

18 3.13% Very important

51 8.87% Important

109 18.96% Somewhat unimportant

397 69.04% Not at all important

575 Respondents

Q71. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of
high-speed Internet access

Count Percent

315 54.50% Very important

156 26.99% Important

37 6.40% Somewhat unimportant

70 12.11% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q72. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of a
quiet place to study

Count Percent

263 45.42% Very important

201 34.72% Important

54 9.33% Somewhat unimportant

61 10.54% Not at all important

579 Respondents

Q73. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Less restrictive
rules and supervision

Count Percent

288 49.83% Very important

156 26.99% Important

61 10.55% Somewhat unimportant

73 12.63% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q74. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Maintenance and
custodial services / general condition of building

Count Percent

184 31.83% Very important

214 37.02% Important

72 12.46% Somewhat unimportant

108 18.69% Not at all important

578 Respondents



Q75. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private bathroom

Count Percent

279 48.10% Very important

151 26.03% Important

85 14.66% Somewhat unimportant

65 11.21% Not at all important

580 Respondents

Q76. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private living room
space

Count Percent

294 50.78% Very important

159 27.46% Important

74 12.78% Somewhat unimportant

52 8.98% Not at all important

579 Respondents

Q77. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
campus activities

Count Percent

164 28.37% Very important

226 39.10% Important

104 17.99% Somewhat unimportant

84 14.53% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q78. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
classes

Count Percent

214 37.02% Very important

243 42.04% Important

65 11.25% Somewhat unimportant

56 9.69% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q79. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to friends

Count Percent

159 27.60% Very important

223 38.72% Important

119 20.66% Somewhat unimportant

75 13.02% Not at all important

576 Respondents



Q80. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or
availability of, parking

Count Percent

220 38.33% Very important

193 33.62% Important

54 9.41% Somewhat unimportant

107 18.64% Not at all important

574 Respondents

Q81. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or
availability of, open space / green space

Count Percent

112 19.48% Very important

205 35.65% Important

155 26.96% Somewhat unimportant

103 17.91% Not at all important

575 Respondents

Q82. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to
recreation

Count Percent

131 22.78% Very important

230 40.00% Important

129 22.43% Somewhat unimportant

85 14.78% Not at all important

575 Respondents

Q83. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to work

Count Percent

175 30.43% Very important

230 40.00% Important

67 11.65% Somewhat unimportant

103 17.91% Not at all important

575 Respondents

Q84. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Safety / security

Count Percent

330 56.99% Very important

177 30.57% Important

46 7.94% Somewhat unimportant

26 4.49% Not at all important

579 Respondents



Q85. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Single room

Count Percent

295 51.13% Very important

136 23.57% Important

73 12.65% Somewhat unimportant

73 12.65% Not at all important

577 Respondents

Q86. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Sufficient outside of
unit living space (lounges, community space, etc.)

Count Percent

112 19.51% Very important

204 35.54% Important

135 23.52% Somewhat unimportant

123 21.43% Not at all important

574 Respondents

Q87. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Total cost of rent
and utilities

Count Percent

376 65.05% Very important

148 25.61% Important

28 4.84% Somewhat unimportant

26 4.50% Not at all important

578 Respondents

Q88. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Variety and
availability of different types of housing (e.g., apartments, suites, etc.)

Count Percent

88 15.47% Very important

168 29.53% Important

144 25.31% Somewhat unimportant

169 29.70% Not at all important

569 Respondents

Q89. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in
my building

Count Percent

226 39.44% Very important

179 31.24% Important

68 11.87% Somewhat unimportant

100 17.45% Not at all important

573 Respondents



Q90. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in
my unit

Count Percent

250 43.40% Very important

169 29.34% Important

92 15.97% Somewhat unimportant

65 11.28% Not at all important

576 Respondents

Q91. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Create more living-learning opportunities

Count Percent

367 16.90% Very important

949 43.69% Important

619 28.50% Somewhat unimportant

237 10.91% Not at all important

2172 Respondents

Q92. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Continue to guarantee a bed to every freshman and sophomore

Count Percent

1173 53.81% Very important

729 33.44% Important

178 8.17% Somewhat unimportant

100 4.59% Not at all important

2180 Respondents

Q93. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help make recreation amenities more accessible

Count Percent

609 28.00% Very important

1107 50.90% Important

371 17.06% Somewhat unimportant

88 4.05% Not at all important

2175 Respondents

Q94. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help make student center more accessible

Count Percent

577 26.53% Very important

1022 46.99% Important

460 21.15% Somewhat unimportant

116 5.33% Not at all important

2175 Respondents



Q95. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help retain students at Georgia Tech

Count Percent

867 39.95% Very important

949 43.73% Important

252 11.61% Somewhat unimportant

102 4.70% Not at all important

2170 Respondents

Q96. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Improve the restroom facilities in the residence halls (i.e., larger showers, cleanliness)

Count Percent

1166 53.76% Very important

728 33.56% Important

212 9.77% Somewhat unimportant

63 2.90% Not at all important

2169 Respondents

Q97. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Increase the total population of students living on campus

Count Percent

358 16.46% Very important

705 32.41% Important

817 37.56% Somewhat unimportant

295 13.56% Not at all important

2175 Respondents

Q98. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Keep housing affordable

Count Percent

1756 80.48% Very important

358 16.41% Important

53 2.43% Somewhat unimportant

15 0.69% Not at all important

2182 Respondents

Q99. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Make Georgia Tech more attractive to prospective students

Count Percent

1008 46.30% Very important

919 42.21% Important

193 8.87% Somewhat unimportant

57 2.62% Not at all important

2177 Respondents



Q100. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - More liberal overnight guest visitation policies

Count Percent

620 28.52% Very important

727 33.44% Important

571 26.26% Somewhat unimportant

256 11.78% Not at all important

2174 Respondents

Q101. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide additional housing for non-traditionally aged students and/or married students / students
with children

Count Percent

407 18.74% Very important

755 34.76% Important

684 31.49% Somewhat unimportant

326 15.01% Not at all important

2172 Respondents

Q102. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide housing that is suitable to the lifestyles of upperclassmen (i.e., allows for more
independent living, more space)

Count Percent

1029 47.25% Very important

872 40.04% Important

213 9.78% Somewhat unimportant

64 2.94% Not at all important

2178 Respondents

Q103. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide modern and attractive living environments to students

Count Percent

1175 53.95% Very important

786 36.09% Important

171 7.85% Somewhat unimportant

46 2.11% Not at all important

2178 Respondents

Q104. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing:
SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - The ability to park and drive my personal vehicle on campus

Count Percent

999 45.85% Very important

721 33.09% Important

293 13.45% Somewhat unimportant

166 7.62% Not at all important

2179 Respondents



Q105. If all of the unit types described above were available on the Georgia Tech campus, what would have been your preferred housing configuration
for this academic year (2008-2009)? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

142 6.53% Unit Type A - Traditional Double Occupancy Room (Undergraduate Students)

53 2.44% Unit Type A - Traditional Single Occupancy Room (Undergraduate Students)

116 5.33% Unit Type B - Junior Suite Double Occupancy Bedroom (Undergraduate Students)

55 2.53% Unit Type B - Junior Suite Single Occupancy Bedroom (Undergraduate Students)

92 4.23% Unit Type C - Full Suite Double Occupancy Bedroom (Undergraduate Students)

41 1.88% Unit Type C - Full Suite Single Occupancy Bedroom (Undergraduate Students)

146 6.71% Unit Type D - Two Bedroom Apartment Double Occupancy Bedroom

462 21.23% Unit Type D - Two Bedroom Apartment Single Occupancy Bedroom

783 35.98% Unit Type E - Four Bedroom Apartment Single Occupancy Bedroom (Undergraduate
Students)

286 13.14% Would prefer to live off campus

2176 Respondents

Q106. How supportive would you be of Georgia Tech raising current housing rates&nbsp;up to&nbsp;10% to provide new construction to all
residential halls and apartments? (Please note that this question is simply to gauge your opinion towards future housing at Georgia Tech and no such
housing rate increase has been approved by Administration.)

Count Percent

177 8.12% Very supportive

314 14.40% Supportive

527 24.17% Somewhat supportive

851 39.04% Unsupportive

311 14.27% Unsure - Need more information

2180 Respondents

Q107. Please indicate why you are not interested in the proposed units: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

18 6.41% 3.34% Campus location

62 22.06% 11.50% I am not interested in living in a student community

145 51.60% 26.90% I am satisfied with my current rental situation

10 3.56% 1.86% I am living within a Greek organization chapter house

8 2.85% 1.48% I live with parents / relatives

4 1.42% 0.74% I live in a parent-owned apartment/house

32 11.39% 5.94% I own a home / apartment

170 60.50% 31.54% Rental rates not affordable

14 4.98% 2.60% Safety / security

7 2.49% 1.30% Too far from my job

1 0.36% 0.19% Too far from my parents / relatives

68 24.20% 12.62% Other (please specify)

281 Respondents

539 Responses



Q108. If you selected a suite, how many other people would you want in the unit? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

90 30.00% 2 other people

185 61.67% 3 other people

16 5.33% 4 other people

5 1.67% 5 other people

4 1.33% 6 or more other people

300 Respondents

Q109. If you selected a suite, how many bedrooms would you want in the unit? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

167 55.85% 2 bedrooms

47 15.72% 3 bedrooms

85 28.43% 4 bedrooms

299 Respondents

Q110. Which of the below lease options would you be interested in? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

639 46.81% 9-month lease

334 24.47% 12-month lease

52 3.81% 24-month lease

340 24.91% Month to month

1365 Respondents

Q111. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - 24-hour on-site staff / security

Count Percent

647 30.11% Very interested

850 39.55% Interested

459 21.36% Somewhat uninterested

193 8.98% Not at all interested

2149 Respondents

Q112. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Additional storage space

Count Percent

654 30.43% Very interested

827 38.48% Interested

479 22.29% Somewhat uninterested

189 8.79% Not at all interested

2149 Respondents



Q113. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Classrooms

Count Percent

192 8.95% Very interested

535 24.93% Interested

825 38.44% Somewhat uninterested

594 27.68% Not at all interested

2146 Respondents

Q114. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - In building weight and/or fitness room

Count Percent

670 31.25% Very interested

774 36.10% Interested

448 20.90% Somewhat uninterested

252 11.75% Not at all interested

2144 Respondents

Q115. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - In building dining options

Count Percent

627 29.18% Very interested

841 39.13% Interested

413 19.22% Somewhat uninterested

268 12.47% Not at all interested

2149 Respondents

Q116. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Main entry / access point

Count Percent

604 28.15% Very interested

926 43.15% Interested

424 19.76% Somewhat uninterested

192 8.95% Not at all interested

2146 Respondents

Q117. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Meeting rooms

Count Percent

432 20.15% Very interested

992 46.27% Interested

524 24.44% Somewhat uninterested

196 9.14% Not at all interested

2144 Respondents



Q118. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - One large common study room

Count Percent

416 19.38% Very interested

842 39.22% Interested

592 27.57% Somewhat uninterested

297 13.83% Not at all interested

2147 Respondents

Q119. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - One large in building community room / movie room / lounge

Count Percent

776 36.13% Very interested

906 42.18% Interested

323 15.04% Somewhat uninterested

143 6.66% Not at all interested

2148 Respondents

Q120. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor basketball courts

Count Percent

403 18.74% Very interested

652 30.33% Interested

684 31.81% Somewhat uninterested

411 19.12% Not at all interested

2150 Respondents

Q121. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor grilling areas

Count Percent

522 24.34% Very interested

955 44.52% Interested

460 21.45% Somewhat uninterested

208 9.70% Not at all interested

2145 Respondents

Q122. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor volleyball courts

Count Percent

426 19.91% Very interested

769 35.93% Interested

592 27.66% Somewhat uninterested

353 16.50% Not at all interested

2140 Respondents



Q123. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Smaller study rooms on each hall/floor

Count Percent

534 24.94% Very interested

958 44.75% Interested

451 21.06% Somewhat uninterested

198 9.25% Not at all interested

2141 Respondents

Q124. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Smaller community lounges on each hall / floor

Count Percent

457 21.45% Very interested

956 44.86% Interested

481 22.57% Somewhat uninterested

237 11.12% Not at all interested

2131 Respondents

Q125. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT
ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Washer / dryer in unit (only for apartments)

Count Percent

1082 50.26% Very interested

674 31.31% Interested

241 11.19% Somewhat uninterested

156 7.25% Not at all interested

2153 Respondents

Q126. If your preferences were met, which years would you live / have lived in residence halls? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1392 73.96% 24.25% Freshman year

1360 72.26% 23.69% 2nd year

1274 67.69% 22.20% 3rd year

1117 59.35% 19.46% 4th year and beyond

543 28.85% 9.46% Graduate

54 2.87% 0.94% None

1882 Respondents

5740 Responses

Q127. Where are you planning to live next year? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

894 41.22% On campus

488 22.50% Off campus

132 6.09% Greek organization chapter house

363 16.74% Undecided

266 12.26% I am graduating from Georgia Tech

26 1.20% I am leaving Georgia Tech

2169 Respondents



Q128. Why do you or why would you plan to live somewhere other than in a residence hall? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

433 20.19% 4.02% On-campus housing policies

518 24.15% 4.81% Better location

182 8.48% 1.69% I am living within a Greek organization chapter house

178 8.30% 1.65% Closer to my work

348 16.22% 3.23% More adjacent parking

1272 59.30% 11.80% Lower cost of housing

699 32.59% 6.49% Lower cost of food / meals

278 12.96% 2.58% On-campus dining options are not convenient

159 7.41% 1.48% Faster Internet access

508 23.68% 4.71% Better study atmosphere / less noise

134 6.25% 1.24% I / My family own(s) an off-campus housing unit

79 3.68% 0.73% I require family housing

79 3.68% 0.73% I prefer graduate housing

286 13.33% 2.65% My friends live off-campus

707 32.96% 6.56% To live with friends

839 39.11% 7.78% To have more privacy

709 33.05% 6.58% To have a living room space

749 34.92% 6.95% To have a kitchen / prepare my own meals

806 37.58% 7.48% To have a washer / dryer in my unit

437 20.37% 4.05% Physical condition of Georgia Tech residence facilities

8 0.37% 0.07% Better accessibility for those with physical disabilities

797 37.16% 7.39% To have more freedom / independence

158 7.37% 1.47% I am graduating from Georgia Tech

19 0.89% 0.18% I am leaving Georgia Tech

284 13.24% 2.63% Not applicable (I am planning on living in a residence hall)

112 5.22% 1.04% Other (please specify)

2145 Respondents

10778 Responses

Q129. What is your gender? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1403 64.83% Male

761 35.17% Female

2164 Respondents



Q130. What is your age? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

461 21.26% 18 or under

416 19.19% 19

343 15.82% 20

238 10.98% 21

203 9.36% 22

124 5.72% 23

104 4.80% 24

279 12.87% 25 or older

2168 Respondents

Q131. What is your class status? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

513 23.72% Freshman year

393 18.17% 2nd year

380 17.57% 3rd year

363 16.78% 4th year and beyond

250 11.56% Masters

260 12.02% PhD

4 0.18% Other (please specify)

2163 Respondents

Q132. What is your enrollment status? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

2080 96.83% Full time (12 credits or more)

68 3.17% Part time (fewer than 12 credits)

2148 Respondents

Q133. Which college are you enrolled in or affiliated with at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

105 4.84% College of Architecture

222 10.24% College of Computing

1295 59.70% College of Engineering

132 6.09% Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts

159 7.33% College of Management

231 10.65% College of Sciences

7 0.32% Undeclared

18 0.83% Other (please specify)

2169 Respondents



Q134. What is your marital/family status? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

2036 94.43% Single without children

7 0.32% Single with children

85 3.94% Married / partner without children

28 1.30% Married / partner with children

2156 Respondents

Q135. What is your race/ethnic background? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

414 19.13% Asian

91 4.21% Black

93 4.30% Hispanic

120 5.55% Indian

1346 62.20% White

62 2.87% Multi-racial

17 0.79% Unknown

21 0.97% Other (please specify)

2164 Respondents

Q136. Do you currently have a vehicle at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

854 39.56% Yes

1305 60.44% No

2159 Respondents

Q137. Where are you from? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1147 52.93% Georgia

713 32.90% Elsewhere in the US

307 14.17% International (please specify)

2167 Respondents

Q138. Do you currently receive financial aid? SELECT ONE

Count Percent

1279 59.38% Yes

875 40.62% No

2154 Respondents



Q139. How is your tuition funded? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1252 57.83% 26.54% Family support

11 0.51% 0.23% Support of spouse / significant other

484 22.36% 10.26% Personal savings

381 17.60% 8.08% Personal income

603 27.85% 12.78% Student loans

586 27.07% 12.42% Academic scholarship

823 38.01% 17.44% HOPE scholarship

22 1.02% 0.47% Athletic scholarship

311 14.36% 6.59% Grant

79 3.65% 1.67% Employer program

166 7.67% 3.52% Other

2165 Respondents

4718 Responses

Q140. How are your living expenses funded? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY

Count Respondent % Response %

1428 65.99% 35.42% Family support

54 2.50% 1.34% Support of spouse / significant other

780 36.04% 19.35% Personal savings

675 31.19% 16.74% Personal income / employment

420 19.41% 10.42% Student loans

333 15.39% 8.26% Academic scholarship

17 0.79% 0.42% Athletic scholarship

174 8.04% 4.32% Grant

57 2.63% 1.41% Employer program

94 4.34% 2.33% Other

2164 Respondents

4032 Responses

Q141. Please let us know if you have any other comments regarding current or future housing at Georgia Tech:

Count Percent

683 100.00%

683 Respondents
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	Q1. Do you live on campus or off campus? SELECT ONE
	Q2. Are you currently living within a Georgia Tech Greek organization chapter house?
	Q3. How important was the availability of on-campus housing in your decision to attend Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE
	Q4. Compared to other institutions' housing that you are familiar with, how would you rate your impression of Georgia Tech's on-campus housing? SELECT ONE
	Q5. How important is a sense of community in your college experience? SELECT ONE
	Q6. In your opinion, how successful is Georgia Tech Housing in creating a sense of community? SELECT ONE
	Q7. Which years have you lived in on-campus residence halls / apartments at Georgia Tech? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q8. How convenient do you consider the Stinger Bus Service (on-campus shuttle bus)?
	Q9. Please indicate where you have lived while a student at Georgia Tech: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q10. Please indicate which statements below describe your experience in Georgia Tech housing: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q11. How important do you consider living-learning communities to a student's overall residential experience at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE
	Q12. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Academic Pursuits (honors, business, arts, etc.)
	Q13. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Class Communities (freshman community, sophomore community, etc.)
	Q14. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Community Service Communities (service, environment / sustainability, etc.)
	Q15. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Cultural Communities (foreign language immersion, international students, etc.)
	Q16. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Lifestyle Communities (healthy living, 24 hour quiet hours, etc.)
	Q17. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Recreational Pursuits (outdoor living, intramurals, basketball, etc.)
	Q18. How interested are you in the following types of living-learning communities? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH COMMUNITY - Social Pursuits (leadership, fraternity/sorority affiliations, etc.)
	Q19. What support spaces would you like to see in a living-learning community? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q20. Which class year(s) would you be, or would you have been, interested in living in a living-learning community? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q21. How would you describe your current living conditions? SELECT ONE
	Q22. Where do you currently live? SELECT ONE
	Q23. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to become involved in campus and housing communities (including programs, organizations, etc.)
	Q24. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to stay during breaks
	Q25. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to resources and information
	Q26. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of educational and leadership opportunities
	Q27. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to trained residence life staff
	Q28. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of residence life programs
	Q29. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of high-speed Internet access
	Q30. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of a quiet place to study
	Q31. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Less restrictive rules and supervision
	Q32. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Maintenance and custodial services / general condition of building
	Q33. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private bathroom
	Q34. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private living room space
	Q35. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to campus activities
	Q36. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to classes
	Q37. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to friends
	Q38. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or availability of, childcare
	Q39. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or availability of, open space / green space
	Q40. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or availability of, parking
	Q41. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to recreation
	Q42. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to work
	Q43. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Safety / security
	Q44. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Single room
	Q45. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Sufficient outside of unit living space (lounges, study rooms, etc.)
	Q46. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Total cost of rent and utilities
	Q47. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Variety and availability of different types of housing (e.g., apartments, suites, etc.)
	Q48. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in my residence hall / building
	Q49. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in my residence hall / apartment unit
	Q50. With whom do you currently live off campus? SELECT ONE
	Q51. Please indicate from the list below the reasons you have chosen to live off-campus with your parents or other relatives: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q52. If you rent a house or apartment, what is the name of the complex or neighborhood? SELECT ONE
	Q53. How satisfied are you with your current living conditions? SELECT ONE
	Q54. Which type of unit do you live in? SELECT ONE
	Q55. How many bedrooms are there in the unit where you currently live? SELECT ONE
	Q56. With how many people do you share your cost of rent? SELECT ONE
	Q57. What is your PERSONAL share of monthly RENT, EXCLUDING UTILITIES? SELECT ONE
	Q58. Which of the following utilities do you currently pay for, in addition to your rent? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q59. How much is your average PERSONAL monthly cost for the UTILITIES that you selected in the previous question? SELECT ONE
	Q60. How long is your current lease? SELECT ONE
	Q61. What is your primary means of transportation to campus? SELECT ONE
	Q62. How long is your typical commute to campus? SELECT ONE
	Q63. What is your local (academic year) ZIP code? SELECT ONE
	Q64. How convenient do you consider your current living conditions, in terms of getting to class? SELECT ONE
	Q65. How convenient do you consider your current living conditions, in terms of other on-campus commitments (club meetings, study groups, etc.)? SELECT ONE
	Q66. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Ability to stay during breaks
	Q67. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to resources and information
	Q68. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of educational and leadership opportunities
	Q69. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Access to trained residence life staff
	Q70. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of residence life programs
	Q71. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of high-speed Internet access
	Q72. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Availability of a quiet place to study
	Q73. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Less restrictive rules and supervision
	Q74. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Maintenance and custodial services / general condition of building
	Q75. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private bathroom
	Q76. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Private living room space
	Q77. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to campus activities
	Q78. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to classes
	Q79. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to friends
	Q80. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or availability of, parking
	Q81. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to, or availability of, open space / green space
	Q82. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to recreation
	Q83. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Proximity to work
	Q84. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Safety / security
	Q85. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Single room
	Q86. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Sufficient outside of unit living space (lounges, community space, etc.)
	Q87. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Total cost of rent and utilities
	Q88. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Variety and availability of different types of housing (e.g., apartments, suites, etc.)
	Q89. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in my building
	Q90. Please rate each of the following factors on how important they were in your deciding where to live this year: SELECT ONE - Washers / dryers in my unit
	Q91. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Create more living-learning opportunities
	Q92. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Continue to guarantee a bed to every freshman and sophomore
	Q93. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help make recreation amenities more accessible
	Q94. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help make student center more accessible
	Q95. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Help retain students at Georgia Tech
	Q96. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Improve the restroom facilities in the residence halls (i.e., larger showers, cleanliness)
	Q97. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Increase the total population of students living on campus
	Q98. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Keep housing affordable
	Q99. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Make Georgia Tech more attractive to prospective students
	Q100. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - More liberal overnight guest visitation policies
	Q101. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide additional housing for non-traditionally aged students and/or married students / students with children
	Q102. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide housing that is suitable to the lifestyles of upperclassmen (i.e., allows for more independent living, more space)
	Q103. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - Provide modern and attractive living environments to students
	Q104. Please rate how important each of the following factors should be to Georgia Tech as it considers improvements to on-campus housing: SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH FACTOR - The ability to park and drive my personal vehicle on campus
	Q105. If all of the unit types described above were available on the Georgia Tech campus, what would have been your preferred housing configuration for this academic year (2008-2009)? SELECT ONE
	Q106. How supportive would you be of Georgia Tech raising current housing rates&nbsp;up to&nbsp;10% to provide new construction to all residential halls and apartments? (Please note that this question is simply to gauge your opinion towards future housing at Georgia Tech and no such housing rate increase has been approved by Administration.)
	Q107. Please indicate why you are not interested in the proposed units: SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q108. If you selected a suite, how many other people would you want in the unit? SELECT ONE
	Q109. If you selected a suite, how many bedrooms would you want in the unit? SELECT ONE
	Q110. Which of the below lease options would you be interested in? SELECT ONE
	Q111. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - 24-hour on-site staff / security
	Q112. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Additional storage space
	Q113. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Classrooms
	Q114. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - In building weight and/or fitness room
	Q115. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - In building dining options
	Q116. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Main entry / access point
	Q117. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Meeting rooms
	Q118. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - One large common study room
	Q119. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - One large in building community room / movie room / lounge
	Q120. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor basketball courts
	Q121. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor grilling areas
	Q122. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Outdoor volleyball courts
	Q123. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Smaller study rooms on each hall/floor
	Q124. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Smaller community lounges on each hall / floor
	Q125. How interested would you be in the following building amenities if Georgia Tech were to renovate or build new on-campus housing? SELECT ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH AMENITY - Washer / dryer in unit (only for apartments)
	Q126. If your preferences were met, which years would you live / have lived in residence halls? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q127. Where are you planning to live next year? SELECT ONE
	Q128. Why do you or why would you plan to live somewhere other than in a residence hall? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
	Q129. What is your gender? SELECT ONE
	Q130. What is your age? SELECT ONE
	Q131. What is your class status? SELECT ONE
	Q132. What is your enrollment status? SELECT ONE
	Q133. Which college are you enrolled in or affiliated with at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE
	Q134. What is your marital/family status? SELECT ONE
	Q135. What is your race/ethnic background? SELECT ONE
	Q136. Do you currently have a vehicle at Georgia Tech? SELECT ONE
	Q137. Where are you from? SELECT ONE
	Q138. Do you currently receive financial aid? SELECT ONE
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